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AN ABSTRACT OF THE REPORT OF

J. David Fuss for the degree of Master of Science in Marine Resource Management,

presented on October 5, 1999. Title: Identifying potential wetland restoration sites for

estuary-wide restoration planning in Oregon: a pilot project in the Coos Estuary.

Oregon's estuaries have been significantly altered by human activity, so that many former

tidal wetlands no longer provide the functions, such as fish and wildlife habitat, erosion

protection from storms, and water quality maintenance, that preserve the integrity of

estuarine ecosystems. Oregon has been a leader in wetland protection and has used

ecological restoration in the pursuit of its goal of "no net loss" of wetlands. Local

mitigation site inventories serve as the primary planning instrument for restoration in

many estuaries. Recent emphasis has been placed on non-regulatory wetland restoration,

but there is little information about sites for non-regulatory restoration.

While wetland mitigation planning has traditionally been site-specific with the

interests of development in mind, there is a growing need for landscape-scale restoration

planning, encompassing both mitigation and non-regulatory restoration, that focuses on

ecological values. The goal of this project is to develop and demonstrate a landscape-

scale geographic information system-based methodology for (1) identifying and (2)

screening potential estuary wetland restoration sites with updated, ecological information.

This work builds on other efforts and is designed to guide forthcoming projects to

identify potential wetland restoration sites all along the Oregon coast.

This pilot project resulted in a GIS database consisting of 89 potential wetland

restoration sites for the Coos estuary. The database may be searched to yield possible site

choices for specific mitigation or non-regulatory restoration projects. By creating the

Coos estuary database, a methodology was developed for identifying potential wetland

restoration sites and establishing a supporting GIS database. By employing this report's

methodology, local groups can plan a vision of the restored conditions of the estuary.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Oregon's 22 major estuaries, ranging from the 119,000 acre Columbia River estuary at

the Washington state border to the 130 acre Winchuck River estuary at the California

state border (Figure 1), represent less than one percent of the estuarine acreage found in

the lower 48 states (210 of 35,000 square miles), according to a National Oceanic and

Atmospheric Administration inventory (Good 1999). While the Columbia River estuary

represents more than half of this area, the rest of Oregon's estuaries are relatively small.

Small estuaries are acutely vulnerable to the cumulative effects of habitat loss because

they are unable to absorb the mounting damage.

Like the nation as a whole, Oregon's estuaries have undergone substantial

alteration since Euro-American settlement. Channelizing, diking, draining, dredging,

filling and other alterations have converted estuaries and their wetlands to human uses.

Estuaries in Oregon have suffered an average loss of 40-60% of their historical wetland

acreage, mostly due to agricultural activity (Boule and Bierly 1987; Simenstad and Thom

1992; Good and Sawyer 1998). In some estuaries, the loss is even higher. For example, in

Tillamook Bay, only 28% of its historical wetlands remain (Boule and Bierly 1987), and

the Coos estuary has lost 84% (Rumrill, pers. comm.) to 88% of its wetlands (Hofnagle et

al. 1976).

Although Oregon has gained much from wetland conversion, - a thriving dairy

industry in Tillamook, for example - those benefits must be weighed against the

ecological and economic costs of conversion. Coastal wetlands provide important

ecological functions and services to estuarine ecosystems and organisms. Common

coastal wetland functions include provision of fish and wildlife habitat, protection from

shoreline erosion and storm damage, and water quality maintenance (Mitsch and

Gosselink 1993). Altered and degraded coastal wetlands no longer adequately provide

these functions, contributing to a decline in the ecological quality of Oregon's estuaries.

At the time that most wetland alterations took place, however, the value of wetlands were
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poorly understood. While wetland losses continue to occur, public recognition of the

value of wetlands have been manifested in local, state, and federal government laws and

regulations that protect and preserve remaining wetlands. In fact, "no net loss" of

wetlands has become a federal and state goal.

Some wetland alterations like diking and draining of tidal marshes are potentially

reversible. The goal of ecological wetland restoration is to reestablish vital wetland

functions that improve the quality of degraded ecosystems. The driving mechanisms

behind coastal wetland restoration are compensatory mitigation and non-regulatory

restoration. Oregon has devoted significant resources to compensatory mitigation through

the state's regulatory pathways. It was one of the first states to establish wetland

protection laws, including the Removal-Fill Law (ORS 541.605 - 541.665), which added

compensatory mitigation for unavoidable impacts to estuarine wetlands in 1979. Non-

regulatory restoration, on the other hand, has led to restoration of many more acres along

the coast than by compensatory mitigation.

In recent years in Oregon, there has been more emphasis on non-regulatory

restoration. While wetland compensatory mitigation continues to occur, its intermittent

use reflects a lower than anticipated rate of development along the Oregon coast in the

last twenty years. By contrast, the need for non-regulatory wetland restoration, or

restoration independent of development projects, has increased (Good and Sawyer 1998).

This trend underscores a growing need for information about potential wetland

restoration sites for non-regulatory restoration. This need is chiefly driven by an urgency

surrounding habitat restoration for declining coastal Oregon salmon stocks, some of

which have been federally listed as endangered or threatened. Estuaries and their

wetlands serve as important nursery and feeding grounds to juvenile salmon during their

migration from fresh to marine waters. Logically, wetland restoration has become a key

tool for improving the habitat quality of estuarine ecosystems.

The goal of this project is to develop and demonstrate a landscape-scale

geographic information system-based (GIS) methodology for identifying and screening

potential estuary wetland restoration sites. This work builds on the Oregon Coastal

Management Program's Dynamic Estuary Management Information System project in the
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Coos estuary and is designed to guide forthcoming projects to identify potential wetland

restoration sites in estuaries all along the Oregon coast.

This project report begins with background on the development of estuary

planning in Oregon, wetland restoration in estuaries, and estuary restoration planning.

Ideas that are useful to estuarine wetland restoration planning in Oregon are emphasized

and unfulfilled needs and gaps in the literature are addressed. The background is followed

by a description of a pilot project that created a searchable GIS database of potential

wetland restoration sites for the Coos estuary. The pilot study is the basis for a

methodology for identifying potential wetland restoration sites and constructing a

supporting database in the context of estuary-wide restoration and conservation planning.

The report explains the steps taken to build the Coos estuary database and presents

hypothetical restoration site searches for two scenarios: mitigation restoration and non-

regulatory restoration. Further applications of the methodology are also presented,

including its use to create a vision plan for the "restored conditions" of an estuary. These

applications are followed by the methodology's advantages and disadvantages.

Conclusions and recommendations address how to facilitate estuary-wide restoration

planning in Oregon using these methods.

This report is intended for a diverse audience. The general method and

recommendations for estuary-wide restoration planning should be of interest to state

coastal resource managers and planners. These individuals and their agencies are best

equipped to provide the long-term support necessary for effective restoration of estuarine

ecosystems. The step-by-step analytical protocol for identifying potential wetland

restoration sites and developing a searchable GIS database is aimed towards watershed

councils, local governments, port authorities, non-profit organizations, and environmental

consultants who are developing plans for estuary restoration and conservation. This

report and its protocol are also directed towards private landowners, who are the

cornerstone of the estuary restoration process because they own many of the potential

restoration sites. In the past, regulatory wetland policy programs have alienated private

landowners because regulations are distantly enforced from state and federal levels. By

learning the value of wetland restoration and participating in estuary planning, however,
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coastal landowners can play an important role in the wetland restoration planning and

implementation process for their estuary.
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Chapter 2

Background

This section begins by defining key terms used in this report. The definitions are

followed by a review of estuary planning in Oregon. The history of wetland restoration

and assessment in estuaries is discussed and a description of the status of estuarine

wetland restoration planning around the nation and in Oregon concludes this section.

Key Definitions

A number of terms are used in this report that may be defined in a variety of ways,

depending on their purposes or goals. Key terms include wetland, estuary, restoration,

mitigation, non-regulatory restoration, geographic information system (GIS), landscape,

and planning. For the purposes of this report, the following definitions will apply.

According to the National Research Council (1995), a "wetland" (Figure 2)

is an ecosystem that depends on constant or recurrent, shallow
inundation or saturation at or near the surface of the substrate.
The essential characteristics of a wetland are recurrent, sustained
inundation or saturation at or near the surface and the presence of
physical, chemical, and biological features reflective of recurrent,
sustained inundation or saturation. Common diagnostic features
of wetlands are hydric soils and hydrophytic vegetation. These
features will be present except where specific physicochemical,
biotic, or anthropogenic factors have removed them or prevented
their development.

As defined in the Oregon statewide planning goals, an "estuary" (Figure 3) is

a body of water semi-enclosed by land, connected with the open
ocean, and within which salt water is usually diluted by
freshwater derived from the land. The estuary includes: (a)
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estuarine water; (b) tidelands; (c) tidal marshes; and (d)
submerged lands. Estuaries extend upstream to the head of
tidewater, except for the Columbia River Estuary, which by
definition is considered to extend to the western edge of Puget
Island (LCDC 1995).

Figure 2. A wetland in South Slough, Oregon (photo courtesy of James W. Good)

Figure 3. An aerial view of the Salmon River estuary (photo courtesy of the Oregon
Department of Land Conservation and Development)
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The National Research Council (1992) defines "restoration" as

the return of an ecosystem to a close approximation of its
condition prior to disturbance. In restoration, ecological damage
to the resource is repaired. Both the structure and the functions of
the ecosystem are recreated. Merely recreating the form without
the functions, or the functions in an artificial configuration
bearing little resemblance to a natural resource, does not
constitute restoration. The goal is to emulate a natural,
functioning, self-regulating system that is integrated with the
ecological landscape in which it occurs. Often, natural resource
restoration requires one or more of the following processes:
reconstruction of antecedent physical hydrologic conditions;
chemical cleanup or adjustment of the environment; and
biological manipulation, including revegetation and the
reintroduction of absent or currently nonviable native species.

This definition is appealing because it addresses the functional aspects of restoration and

it considers the ecological nature of the surrounding landscape. Generally, restoration is a

response to the negative impacts of human activity, such as agricultural dikes (Figure 4),

tidegates (Figure 5), and drainage ditches (Figure 6) for agriculture. Dikes and tidegates

sever a tidal wetland's connection to the estuary, while drainage ditches simplify intricate

tidal channels. One common wetland restoration technique is dike removal to reconstruct

"antecedent physical hydrologic conditions" (Figure 7).

"Restoration" is frequently interpreted to encompass the creation of wetlands

where none previously existed, the restoration of former wetlands, and the enhancement

of degraded wetlands (Good 1987). For example, the Removal-Fill Law requires wetland

compensatory mitigation to replace destroyed wetlands at ratios specified for each of

these "restoration" types.

"Mitigation" is a special case of restoration. According to the Removal-Fill Law

(ORS 541.626), mitigation is

the creation, restoration, or enhancement of an estuarine area to
maintain the functional characteristics and processes of the
estuary, such as its natural biological productivity, habitats, and
species diversity, unique features and water quality.
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Figure 4. An agricultural dike in the Coos estuary (photo by J. David Fuss)

Figure 5. A tidegate in the Coos estuary (photo by J. David Fuss)
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Figure 6. Drainage ditches in the Coos estuary (photo courtesy of South
Slough National Estuarine Research Reserve)

Figure 7. Wetland restoration in the Coos estuary (photo courtesy of South
Slough National Estuarine Research Reserve)
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Another special case of restoration is "non-regulatory restoration" which is

any restoration, creation, or enhancement of wetlands that is
undertaken voluntarily for its inherent value and benefit, rather
than as part of a compensatory mitigation process (Good and
Sawyer 1998).

The term "geographic information system" or "GIS" has its roots in computer-

aided cartography, database management, and spatial analysis.

A geographic information system is a computer-based software
program that collects, stores, analyzes, and displays data about
features, activities or events that are spatially referenced. A GIS
can display maps and can search and analyze map features and
associated attributes to retrieve data for ad hoc queries.

The term "landscape"

encompasses physical features such as topographic relief, soils,
and climate, chemical processes such as decomposition and
nutrient cycling, biological features such as distribution of plants
and animals, and the interaction of those physical, chemical, and
biological features and processes over a large area such as a
basin, a watershed, or an estuary. In the context of estuaries,
landscape includes the features of the aquatic environment, the
terrestrial environment, and the areas of transition (intertidal
wetlands) between the two.

Due to the interaction of the aquatic and terrestrial environments in estuaries,

a landscape approach is appropriate because estuary problems arise from both

aquatic and terrestrial sources. Wetland restoration benefits from landscape

analysis because restoration success is affected by activities in the aquatic

and terrestrial environments. Wetland restoration planning at a landscape

scale addresses estuary-wide problems in an attempt to improve estuary

quality.
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Finally, the term "planning"

is a proactive process by which a solution to a problem may be
reached in advance of a crisis. The process consists of:
organizing committed stakeholders; identifying the problem(s);
setting goals to solve the problem(s); collecting information and
evaluating alternative actions; agreeing upon and formulating a
plan of action; implementing the plan; and documenting,
monitoring and evaluating the results of the plan. Further
remedial actions may be designed and implemented as needed.

Estuary Planning in Oregon

As a leader in land use planning, Oregon has a history of estuary planning and the

Oregon Coastal Management Program (OCMP) provides its framework. Besides the

OCMP, other planning approaches and support processes have also been pursued.

Estuary planning in Oregon began in 1969 with the adoption of the Yaquina Bay

Plan (Bureau of Governmental Research 1969). This plan established estuary-wide

zoning and policies for both development and protection and sparked other planning

efforts along the Oregon coast. Between 1971 and 1975, the Oregon Coastal

Conservation and Development Commission (OCCDC) developed a series of

recommendations for land use planning along the coast that stemmed from concern about

the effects of coastal development on coastal natural resources. Estuary planning began in

earnest following the development of the statewide land use planning program.

From growing concern in the 1960's and 1970's that long-term urban growth

would dampen Oregon's natural resource-based economy, the legislature passed the Land

Use Planning Act (ORS 197) in 1973 (Rohse 1987). The Land Use Planning Act

established the statewide land use planning program to effect a balance between

development and conservation. It also formed the Land Conservation and Development

Commission (LCDC) and the Department of Land Conservation and Development

(DLCD). The citizen-based LCDC crafted fifteen statewide planning goals to found the

land use planning program and to guide the preparation of mandatory local
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comprehensive plans. Based on the recommendations of the OCCDC, the LCDC also

created four coastal goals in 1976. To gain approval by the LCDC, local plans must

comply with the goals. Upon approval, estuarine elements of local land use plans became

part of the OCMP, administered by the DLCD.

Two coastal goals, Estuarine Resources (goal 16) and Coastal Shorelands (goal

17), provide guidelines to balance coastal resource conservation and economic

development.

Goal: To recognize and protect the unique environmental,
economic, and social values of each estuary and associated
wetlands; and to protect, maintain, where appropriate develop,
and where appropriate restore the long-term environmental,
economic, and social values, diversity, and benefits of Oregon's
estuaries (Goal 16, Estuarine Resources).

One key management tool to achieve this balance is wetland restoration to mitigate the

negative effects of coastal development. Goals 16 and 17 require cities and counties to

designate wetland mitigation sites to accommodate future development along estuary

margins (Cortright et al. 1987; Rohse 1987; Good and Sawyer 1998). These mitigation

site inventories typically serve as the primary planning instrument for wetland restoration

in estuaries.

Two far-reaching local efforts to produce estuary plans followed the adoption of

the coastal goals and the OCMP. The planning approach of the pioneering Columbia

River Estuary Study Taskforce (CREST), a bi-state organization of local governments

bordering the Columbia River estuary, became a model for addressing the OCMP's

requirements. CREST provides planning services to local governments, technical

assistance for specific projects, and coordination between local, state, and federal

agencies that operate in the region. Using an integrated approach that involved local

citizens and landowners, local, state, and federal agencies, and scientists, CREST

developed a habitat and land use management plan for the lower Columbia River

(CREST 1979). The plan provided a blueprint for estuary management plans along the

Oregon coast.
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Another planning approach, called special area management, was employed in

Coos Bay. Mediated by a consultant, special area management is designed to resolve

conflicts surrounding regional natural resource use. While some conflicts remained

unresolved, an Interagency Task Force developed the Coos Bay Estuary Management

Plan (Interagency Task Force 1982). This plan was ultimately adopted as part of local

plans and the OCMP and serves to guide land use decisions in the Coos estuary. The

special area management approach has been used in many other regions around the

nation.

The Oregon Estuary Plan Book (Cortright et al. 1987) summarizes the estuarine

elements of all of the local comprehensive plans with GIS maps and tables of estuary

classifications and estuary management units, providing a landscape-scale planning tool

for coastal resource managers and planners. In 1978, based on Goal 16 requirements,

LCDC categorized estuaries according to their prevailing activities. The result is that

intense development takes place in some areas, while activity is restricted in other areas.

For instance, busy shipping ports were classified as deep-draft development estuaries,

while small, relatively undeveloped estuaries were classified as natural estuaries. Other

estuaries were classified as shallow-draft development and conservation estuaries. In

addition, the Land Use Planning Act required each coastal county and city to designate

natural, conservation, and development management units within each estuary. Permitted

activities in each of these estuary management units are consistent with their designated

activity level. Overall estuary classifications and individual estuary management units are

the framework for Oregon estuary planning.

Besides the requirements of the Land Use Planning Act, the 1989 wetland

conservation law (ORS 196.668 et seq.) encourages the completion of local wetland

inventories and the development of local wetland conservation plans. However, the

policies of both the wetland conservation law and the OCMP only require that mitigation

sites for future development be designated (Good and Sawyer 1998). Since many of these

sites are protected exclusively for mitigation, information about sites for non-regulatory

restoration is not available.

The statewide land use planning program has required cities and counties to

periodically review their local comprehensive plans. The review process has offered an
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opportunity for local governments along the coast to amend their estuary restoration and

conservation approach in response to changing coastal resource management priorities.

The periodic review process has been plagued by problems, however, and, in June 1999,

SB 543 altered the periodic review process (DLCD 1999b). Small governments (cities

less than 2,500 population or counties less than 15,000 population) are now exempt from

the process. Instead, ordinary amendments of land use plans and regulations outside of

the periodic review enact plan changes. Larger municipal governments are still required

to periodically review their comprehensive plans if new state policies have been adopted.

They may also initiate plan changes of their own. For example, if there was high demand

for non-regulatory restoration projects to improve estuary ecosystem quality, a county

government might question its exclusive protection of restoration sites for mitigation. For

large governments, the periodic review process provides an avenue for adjusting local

strategies for estuary planning to meet shifting coastal resource management priorities.

For small governments, plan amendments may be made outside the periodic review

process.

In recent years in Oregon, other planning approaches and support processes have

been established. National Estuary Projects (NEPs) have been established in Tillamook

Bay and the lower Columbia River estuary as part of the National Estuary Program with

federal support under the Clean Water Act amendments of 1987. This program was

designed to protect and improve estuary water quality, while sustaining economic and

recreational opportunities (NEP 1999). In each of the program's designated estuaries, an

integrated team of federal, state, and local representatives produce a science-based

comprehensive conservation and management plan that addresses priority ecosystem

problems and management solutions.

In 1996, the DLCD began an estuary planning support project. The Dynamic

Estuary Management Information System (DEMIS) did not implement planning, but it

established an infrastructure for cataloging spatial information and gathered existing GIS

data that apply to estuary planning (DLCD 1999a). The DEMIS approach, which began

as a pilot study in the Coos estuary, is now being applied to other estuaries along the

Oregon coast with the goal of providing comprehensive data for future estuary planning

and management, including restoration. The DEMIS framework expands upon the local
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mitigation site inventories and provides readily accessible information about wetland

mitigation and non-regulatory restoration sites. The pilot project produced a CD-ROM

containing GIS data for the Coos estuary that affords the user an estuary-wide perspective

on available data and the ability to manipulate that data through ad hoc queries. The

DEMIS pilot project was the impetus for the GIS-based potential wetland restoration site

database for the Coos estuary that forms the basis of this project report.

Wetland Restoration in Estuaries

One of the roots of wetland restoration lies in wetland compensatory mitigation to offset

wetland degradation or destruction caused by development. Many early attempts at

mitigation were in fact creation of wetlands where none had previously existed (Good

1987). Other forms of mitigation are restoration of former wetlands and enhancement of

degraded wetlands.

Wetland compensatory mitigation has been touted as a vehicle for fulfilling

federal and state goals of "no net loss" of wetlands, but questions about its effectiveness

have been raised. Indeed, there is considerable evidence that mitigation is not effectively

replacing lost habitat and functions. Many wetland mitigation projects have not been

successful in achieving their goals (Josselyn and Buchholz 1984; Good 1987; Kentula,

Sifneos, et al. 1992; Holland and Kentula 1992; Hashisaki 1996; Good and Sawyer 1998;

Zedler and Calloway 1999), and some early claims of successful wetland mitigation

projects were clearly premature and misleading (Race and Christie 1982; Race 1985;

Zedler 1986). Often, lack of success is linked to poor planning and design (Dennison

1997). In addition, monitoring of wetland mitigation sites to determine success is often

absent or short-lived, so that the outcome of many mitigation projects is unknown (Zedler

1996; Dennison 1997; Good and Sawyer 1998; Zedler and Calloway 1999). Lack of

success and unconfirmed results have been major shortcomings of wetland mitigation.

At the heart of controversy surrounding wetland compensatory mitigation is a

debate about whether mitigated wetlands function like the natural wetlands that they are

designed to replace (Race 1985; Zedler 1986; Reimold 1989). For example, Reimold
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(1989) maintains that mitigation is a reasonable and ecologically proven means for

replacing lost wetlands, but Zedler and Calloway (1999) conclude that mitigated wetlands

may never functionally replace natural wetlands. This conflict has brought more attention

to non-regulatory wetland restoration as a tool to achieve "no net loss" of wetlands

because non-regulatory restoration tends to be more carefully designed and monitored

(Zedler 1986).

Functional Approaches to Wetland Assessment

To increase the success of wetland compensatory mitigation, restoration design

improvements have been suggested. Recalling the definition of restoration, one way to

improve restoration success is to address wetland function (Mitsch and Gosselink 1993).

Kentula, Brooks, et al. (1992) recommend a functional approach that incorporates

knowledge from past restoration projects into the design of new ones. The authors also

suggest comparing recovering restoration sites to natural wetlands as reference points for

success. Their methods utilize simple checklists to assess wetland functions and

characteristics, allowing improvement of both the design and monitoring of restored

wetlands.

However, monitoring an indicator of a function, rather than the mere presence or

absence of a characteristic at a particular point in time, is important because the former

approach allows quantitative assessment of wetland functions (Simenstad and Thom

1992). Without a quantitative measure of wetland functions in a restored wetland,

comparison to natural wetlands cannot reveal functional equivalency. For example, the

presence of a species in a restored wetland does not confirm that the wetland functions as

suitable habitat for that species. On the other hand, indications that the species is feeding

or reproducing provides conclusive evidence that the restored wetland is offering suitable

habitat.

Several functional assessment methods have been developed that give scientists

and resource managers ways to evaluate and measure wetland functions. These methods

were tailored to wetland compensatory mitigation because it has been widely used in the
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pursuit of "no net loss" of wetlands, but they can also be adapted to non-regulatory

wetland restoration.

The Wetland Evaluation Technique (WET), developed for the Federal Highway

Administration, was the earliest attempt to use functions to assess wetland condition

(Adamus et al. 1991). WET compares wetland sites by using predictors of common

wetland functions to rapidly generate wetland ratings. However, the WET method does

not quantitatively measure functions and it is inappropriate for landscape-based wetland

assessment because it treats all wetlands with the same evaluation technique (Good and

Sawyer 1998).

Simenstad et al. (1991) established the Estuarine Habitat Assessment Protocol for

designing wetland mitigation projects. This method builds measurable estimates of

wetland function for evaluating restoration success. While its quantitative functional

approach improves upon the WET method, its narrow focus on fish and wildlife resource

support limits its utility.

Based on field experiences in southern California, Zedler (PERL 1990) presented

a comprehensive functional assessment procedure designed for created, restored, and

enhanced coastal wetlands. It offers a series of standard functional assessment techniques

with which to compare wetland sites. Although the procedure is highly informative, its

complexity inhibits its implementation on a grand scale. Its labor-intensive approach

probably explains why it has not been widely applied.

The Oregon Freshwater Assessment Methodology (OFWAM) serves as a regional

wetland functional assessment technique. OFWAM assesses a blend of wetland functions

and social functions for individual wetland sites (Roth et al. 1996). However, since

OFWAM treats all sites equally regardless of differences in setting, it cannot be applied

at a landscape scale, nor can it quantitatively compare wetland functions between sites

(Good and Sawyer 1998). Nonetheless, elements of its functional approach could be

adapted to coastal wetland functional assessment in Oregon.

A more sophisticated approach is the hydrogeomorphic (HGM) assessment

method, which categorizes wetlands into distinct classes based on geomorphic setting,

water sources, and hydrodynamics (Brinson 1993; 1995; 1996). While all wetlands do not

exhibit the same functions, wetlands within each class exhibit similar functions. Within
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each wetland class, indicators of functions are established and reference wetlands serve

as standards against which others are compared so quantitative comparison is

straightforward. A drawback to the HGM method is that it requires adaptation to

represent regional wetland classes. However, this drawback is also an advantage in that it

incorporates a regional landscape perspective in wetland assessment (Hashisaki 1996).

The HGM method also complements other classifications, such as the National Wetlands

Inventory, because it measures wetland function to assess potential habitat characteristics.

The HGM method has mostly been used in freshwater wetlands. It is being adapted in

Oregon, but it is not yet ready for use (Morlan pers. comm.).

A major hurdle to the application of functional assessment to wetland

compensatory mitigation, one that may perhaps inhibit the achievement of "no net loss,"

is that mitigation project managers can often show that permit standards have been met

before sufficient time has elapsed to establish functional equivalency to reference

wetlands from an ecological perspective (Mitsch and Wilson 1996). Even when mitigated

wetlands meet performance standards, they can be unsuccessful in replacing functions

lost during development (Zedler 1996; Zedler and Calloway 1999).

As an alternative, mitigation banks represent a possible means to achieving

functional equivalency (Dennison 1997). Mitigation banks are used to offset the

mitigation requirements of many small projects by restoring large former wetlands in

advance of development. If the mitigated wetlands demonstrate function, mitigation

credit is awarded that may be purchased by developers who are required to mitigate

wetland losses. By knowing the success of mitigation in advance of development and by

restoring large wetland areas that function more effectively than small, isolated wetlands,

mitigation banks are likely to have more success in replacing lost wetland functions than

traditional mitigation. This application has been limited, however, and the one estuarine

mitigation bank in Oregon (in the Columbia River estuary) has not developed as

anticipated.
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Non-regulatory Estuarine Wetland Restoration

Although mitigation banks may improve replacement of lost wetland functions, in order

to truly achieve "no net" functional loss or a net gain of wetlands, non-regulatory wetland

restoration seems imperative. Non-regulatory restoration does not replace natural

wetlands, but restores degraded or former wetlands, adding them to the wetland

resources. Although the focus of estuarine wetland restoration in Oregon has recently

shifted towards non-regulatory restoration, there are few instances where non-regulatory

restoration has been implemented on a landscape scale. The two best cases of landscape-

based non-regulatory restoration in Oregon are in the Salmon River estuary and in the

South Slough watershed, a sub-basin of the Coos estuary.

In 1978, the U.S. Forest Service (USFS) removed an agricultural dike that

restored a historical wetland's connection to the Salmon River estuary. Researchers have

tracked the wetland's recovery and their work serves as a valuable guide to estuarine

wetland restoration along the Oregon coast (Mitchell 1981; Frenkel and Morlan 1991).

Since the initial restoration work, the USFS has restored other wetland sites in the

estuary, creating a large wetland complex that provides important functions to the estuary

(Frenkel pers. comm.). The key lesson from Salmon River estuary restoration is that,

while success can be achieved, restoration requires adequate time to reestablish wetland

functions (Frenkel and Morlan 1991). For example, restored sites become vegetated after

two to five years, illustrated by the twenty-year old restoration site that is fully vegetated

(Figure 8). Recently restored sites are in the early stages of recovery and are sparsely

vegetated (Figure 9).

The Winchester Tidelands Restoration Project in the South Slough National

Estuarine Research Reserve used more intensive restoration techniques (Rumrill and

Corm' 1995). During a landscape analysis of the South Slough sub-basin, project staff

used historical records and photos to choose several key wetland restoration sites that

served as pasture. The researchers designed a basin-wide restoration plan and began

removing agricultural dikes and tidegates, regrading the slope of the sites, and

constructing tidal channels to facilitate tidal flushing. By monitoring the progress of these

recovering wetlands, the scientists hope to learn lessons about this restoration approach
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Figure 8. Salmon River estuary wetland site restored in 1978 (photo by Jim Good)

Figure 9. Salmon River estuary wetland site restored in 1996 (photo by Jim Good)
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that will provide guidance to future restoration work. Initial monitoring indicates that

estuarine organisms are using the wetland sites, but that full wetland functionality will

require considerable time (Cornu 1998). These restoration activities serve as an excellent

example of careful restoration planning in an ecosystem context.

Although there is not a specific functional assessment technique for assessing

wetlands along Oregon's coast, there is monitoring evidence that wetland restoration sites

are providing fish habitat for salmonids. Salmonids forage in restored wetlands in the

Puget Sound, providing proof of wetland function (Shreffler et al. 1992). Salmonids are

also using restoration sites in the South Slough National Estuarine Research Reserve

(Rumrill pers. comm.) and restored wetlands in the Salmon River estuary (Oregon Sea

Grant 1998). These results suggest that well-designed wetland restoration can yield vital

functions for estuarine ecosystems. To improve the success of wetland restoration in

Oregon, however, a regional wetland functional assessment procedure is needed.

Wetland Restoration Planning in Estuaries

Wetland restoration planning in estuaries logically developed from a combination of

estuary planning and improved strategies for wetland compensatory mitigation. A

number of approaches to and tools for wetland restoration planning have been developed

around the nation and in Oregon. Approaches focus on the planning process, while tools

support restoration planning.

Often, calls for plans and coordination precede actual planning efforts. On the

west coast of the U.S., appeals have been made for developing regional, estuary-wide

wetland restoration plans. Good (1987) called for the implementation of estuary-wide

mitigation planning in Washington and Oregon, based on the paucity of documented

mitigation successes. Simenstad and Thom (1992) maintained that estuary-wide

restoration plans, encompassing both wetland compensatory mitigation and non-

regulatory restoration, are essential to wetland restoration success. Zedler (1996) offered

a useful procedure for constructing a regional wetland restoration plan in the hope that it

would improve the chances of achieving the federal "no net loss" wetland policy. Finally,
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Good and Sawyer (1998) recommended the implementation of an estuary-wide

restoration planning approach in Oregon based on non-regulatory wetland restoration.

These calls for estuary-wide restoration planning are well-conceived, but they have not

been broadly implemented.

The Role of GIS in Estuarine Wetland Restoration Planning

GIS has become an increasingly common tool in wetland restoration and restoration

planning. The flexibility of GIS to store, analyze, search and display spatially referenced

information lends itself to landscape-scale planning. GIS has been used to identify,

inventory, and prioritize wetland restoration sites at a regional scale, both in freshwater

and coastal systems.

In freshwater systems, several projects in the Mid-West and California have

employed GIS to analyze spatial data to identify and prioritize potential wetland

restoration sites at a watershed scale (Llewellyn et al. 1996; O'Neill et al. 1997; Russell et

al. 1997). GIS was also used to generate a regional wetland inventory in Ohio (Yi et al.

1994). A research group in Colorado created Wetscape, an interactive computer-based

decision support system that facilitates wetland planning decisions based on wetland

functions at a landscape scale (Meyer et al. 1995). Likewise, the South Carolina Water

Resources Commission initiated a decision-support methodology that uses GIS to assist

in mitigation site selection at a landscape-scale based on wetland functions (Brown and

Stayner 1995). Another project developed a GIS model that allows identification of

wetland mitigation sites when data sources are scarce (Mettel 1996). These freshwater-

based projects demonstrate the wide application of GIS to wetland restoration and

restoration planning.

Similarly, GIS has been a powerful tool in wetland restoration planning for

estuaries. In the Edisto River Basin, for example, GIS aided an assessment of estuary

conditions and identified potential wetland mitigation sites (Marshall 1996). Basin-wide

GIS analysis matched different resource uses to suitable locations and resulted in

watershed-wide resource management goals and plans. In a social approach to restoration
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planning, future growth scenarios were played out using a GIS for San Francisco Bay

(McCreary et al. 1992). Wetlands that would likely be impacted by future development

were identified for restoration and conservation. GIS managed data and assessed

functional potential during an inventory of potential restoration sites in the Duwamish

River estuary in Washington (Tanner 1991). GIS has also been used to support basin-

wide wetland restoration planning and monitoring in Louisiana under the Coastal

Wetland Planning, Protection, and Restoration Act (Barras et al. 1993). In particular, a

specialized GIS application assessed coastal wetland value for landscape-scale decision-

making about Louisiana wetland restoration projects (Wei et al. 1992).

In perhaps one of the most sophisticated approaches to coastal wetland restoration

planning, North Carolina's Division of Coastal Management (NC DCM) developed a

GIS-based wetland functional assessment tool (NC DCM 1994). The North Carolina

Coastal Region Evaluation of Wetland Significance (NC-CREWS) produces wetland

functional rankings for wetlands throughout the state's coastal region. The rankings are

used to identify priority wetland conservation and restoration opportunities at a landscape

scale. By using GIS, wetlands functional data can be searched and displayed with ease, so

that a wetland's potential ecological significance is known in advance of restoration.

Restoration funding may then be allocated to the most ecologically significant sites. The

NC-CREWS functional assessment tool is integrated with the Wetlands Conservation

Plan for North Carolina's coastal watersheds.

Another planning approach has been applied in Washington that incorporates GIS

data into a system for prioritizing wetland restoration sites at a landscape scale.

Developed by the Washington Department of Ecology (Gersib 1997), the function-based

methodology leads to a watershed-wide restoration plan that ranks potential wetland

restoration sites using GIS. This methodology has been used in the Nooksack and

Stillaguamish River estuaries, while a similar approach has been employed in the

Snohomish River estuary to identify wetland restoration and conservation opportunities

that would contribute to the estuary's ecological integrity (People for Puget Sound 1999).

Clearly, GIS is a powerful tool for estuarine wetland restoration planning. With

the capability to organize, analyze, and display digital data, GIS helps coastal resource
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managers to make sound management decisions that are consistent with estuary

restoration goals and plans.

Wetland Restoration Planning in Oregon Estuaries

As part of Oregon's statewide land use planning program, coast-wide planning goals 16

and 17 require cities and counties to designate mitigation sites to accommodate future

development along estuary margins (Cortright et al. 1987; Rohse 1987; Good and Sawyer

1998). Mitigation sites, which are categorized as high, medium, and low priority, are

intended for use with the Removal-Fill Law when unavoidable development impacts

occur to estuarine wetlands. High and medium priority sites are protected exclusively for

mitigation, while low priority sites are not protected and are available for other uses

including non-regulatory restoration. The mitigation sites are published in the Oregon

Estuary Plan Book and serve as the only wetland restoration planning instrument in many

estuaries.

Local mitigation site inventories have a number of disadvantages. First, most of

them were completed in the early 1980's and are outdated. Second, since mitigation sites

were chosen on a site-specific basis with criteria weighted toward the interests of future

development, information about the ecological and functional significance of the

mitigation sites is lacking. For example, a site-specific approach is likely to lead to a

fragmented landscape with isolated wetland sites unable to significantly contribute to

estuary function. By contrast, a landscape approach to identifying potential restoration

sites throughout an estuary better addresses estuary-wide problems. Landscape analysis

of problems and solutions is appropriate in estuaries because they are affected by

activities in both aquatic and terrestrial environments. A landscape approach may lead to

the restoration of a large wetlands complex that will improve estuary function. This

approach has been successful in the South Slough National Estuarine Research Reserve

for the Winchester Tidelands Restoration Project (Rumrill and Cornu 1995; Cornu 1998).

Third, the mitigation site inventories neglect non-regulatory restoration and information
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about these types of sites is lacking. In order to effectively plan for estuary-wide wetland

restoration, better approaches are needed.

In Oregon, there are several examples of estuary-wide planning approaches to

wetland restoration. CREST has played a key role in wetland restoration planning.

CREST's initial habitat management plan for the lower Columbia River included

potential estuarine restoration sites (CREST 1979). Later, more elaborate plans for

mitigation and habitat restoration were developed (Smith 1983; Marshall et al. 1987;

Barnes and Rushmore 1991). These plans laid out regional wetland restoration strategies

that were based on thorough investigation of past and current habitat conditions in the

estuary. In addition, attempts were made to match specific restoration projects with

suitable sites.

Lebovitz (1992) developed a methodology for evaluating and prioritizing wetland

restoration and conservation sites in Oregon estuaries. A ranking system based on both

ecological and socio-economic variables produced a priority list of potential restoration

and acquisition sites that would most enhance estuarine salmonid habitat. While it has not

been used, this list is intended to guide coast-wide wetland restoration and conservation

planning for salmonid habitat.

In the South Slough sub-basin of the Coos estuary, researchers from the South

Slough National Estuarine Research Reserve have undertaken wetland restoration

(Rumrill and Cornu 1995; Cornu 1998). The ongoing Winchester Tidelands Restoration

Project is a planned attempt to reestablish wetland functions at a basin-wide scale. The

goal is to restore several adjacent historical wetlands that were converted to pasture, so

that a large wetlands complex provides measurable improvement to ecosystem quality in

South Slough. To assess restoration success, a rigorous monitoring program has been

established. Reserve staff hope that results from this project will guide future wetland

restoration work throughout the Pacific Northwest.

The National Estuary Program provides additional examples of estuary-wide

wetland restoration planning in Oregon. The Tillamook Bay National Estuary Project has

recognized the degradation of critical estuarine habitat, linked to declining salmon

populations, as a major concern. In response, a scientific team developed a landscape

approach to assessing wetland restoration opportunities within Tillamook Bay that would
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benefit salmon recovery (Simenstad et al. 1999). Researchers used GIS to identify and

prioritize restoration sites that would contribute to the goal of improving salmon habitat.

Meanwhile, the Lower Columbia River Estuary Program (LCREP) determined that

estuarine and wetland habitat loss was its most pressing issue (LCREP 1999). Following

the CREST approach, LCREP's goals are to restore and enhance wetland and estuarine

habitat functions through an integrated management approach. LCREP is pursuing an

estuary-wide analysis to identify priority habitat restoration sites, including wetlands.

Building upon its Coos estuary pilot study, the Dynamic Estuary Management

Information System (DEMIS) project has grown into an attempt to spark local efforts to

update and supplement mitigation site inventories by gathering GIS data and identifying

potential wetland restoration sites. Striving to achieve the goal of a net gain of estuarine

wetlands, current DEMIS efforts focus on the Coquille River estuary, the Nehalem River

estuary, the Siletz Bay estuary, and the Siuslaw River estuary. These projects are based

on the methodology derived during the completion of the potential wetland restoration

site database for the Coos estuary, which is presented in this report. While it has not been

utilized as such, the intention of the DEMIS approach is to provide a framework for the

development of estuary-wide wetland restoration and conservation plans by local groups.

Meanwhile, with funding from the Oregon Governor's Watershed Enhancement

Board (OWEB), some citizen-based watershed councils have prepared ecologically-based

inventories of restoration and conservation opportunities in their estuaries. For example,

the Mid-Coast Watersheds Council has completed estuary-wide assessments of wetland

restoration and conservation sites for Alsea Bay and Yaquina Bay (L. Brophy, pers.

comm.). The assessments, which form the basis for identifying problems with and

solutions to estuary ecosystem quality, are initial steps toward the development of

estuary-wide restoration plans. Some watershed councils may also adopt the DEMIS

approach to gathering data and identifying restoration opportunities in their estuaries.

While estuary-wide approaches to wetland restoration exist in Oregon, none has

been applied coast-wide. Since the mitigation site inventories in the local comprehensive

plans are outdated and incomplete, the time is ripe for adopting a better approach to

wetland restoration planning. Given the rise in demand for ecological information about

wetland restoration sites, an estuary-wide functional assessment approach to restoration
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planning is needed to ensure that restored wetlands improve the quality of Oregon's

estuaries.
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Chapter 3

Methods

To facilitate estuary-wide wetland restoration planning, a method is presented for

acquiring a GIS database of ecological and socio-economic information for potential

wetland restoration sites in an estuary. A search of the database using specific criteria

yields a small subset of potential wetland restoration sites that match the goals of

particular restoration projects. The development of this method stems directly from the

construction of a pilot GIS database for the Coos estuary. The method is aimed toward

coastal resource managers, planners, local groups and governments.

The pilot database is a direct application of GIS data collected for the DEMIS

project. The DEMIS project began as a pilot study to compile existing GIS data for the

Coos estuary with the expectation that it would be applied to analytical projects such as

this database of potential wetland restoration sites. The Coos estuary was chosen for the

pilot study because it is a large and busy estuary that lies wholly within the state of

Oregon (Figure 10). Due to its high activity level and its classification as a deep-draft

development estuary, Coos Bay presents many challenges for its sustainable

management. Most coastal resource management issues that are encountered in other

deep-draft Oregon estuaries are faced in Coos Bay. Wetland restoration is important in

many estuaries and this pilot database serves as a prototype for extending the DEMIS

framework to other estuaries in Oregon.

Why a New Approach?

Prior to the pilot project, the best tool for managing wetland restoration in the Coos

estuary was the Coos Bay Estuary Management Plan (CBEMP), which designated sites

for restoration as mitigation for future development (Interagency Task Force 1982). The

CBEMP has several drawbacks, however. First, it is now over fifteen years old and

should be updated. Second, the selection of mitigation sites was heavily based on
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development interests at a site-specific scale (i.e. ownership), with little weight given to

ecological value at a landscape scale. A landscape approach allows estuary-wide analysis

of potential restoration sites that address the problems within an estuary. Third, two-

thirds of the restoration sites are protected for mitigation only and are not available for

non-regulatory restoration, the primary means of salmon habitat restoration in Oregon. A

recent amendment to the CBEMP, based on negotiations between Coos County and the

South Slough National Estuarine Research Reserve, allows non-regulatory restoration for

research purposes on protected mitigation sites, but generally non-regulatory restoration

is prohibited on these sites. Finally, the CBEMP does not but could use GIS, which

facilitates rapid assessment, search and display of restoration site information in a map

view. This estuary-wide perspective is crucial to wetland restoration's success in

recovering lost ecosystem functions (Simenstad and Thom 1992).

By contrast, the pilot project for the Coos estuary incorporates recent ecological

and socio-economic data into a searchable GIS database of potential wetland restoration

sites. By utilizing ArcView GIS ® software, the user can display a map of selected site

choices, offering a landscape perspective with which to make decisions that meet

restoration project and estuary-wide restoration goals. By producing narrow lists of

possible restoration sites, this method can reduce the investment of time and money for a

site search.

Data Needs

Before data was gathered for the Coos estuary pilot project, data needs were assessed.

Appropriate data for the database of potential wetland restoration sites was partially

determined by adapting elements of existing functional wetland assessment and planning

methodologies (Lebovitz 1992; Roth et al. 1993; NC DCM 1994; Gersib 1997). A

functional approach to restoration is important because failure to address wetland

function has resulted in unsuccessful restoration projects (Race and Christie 1982; Race

1985; Zedler 1986; Simenstad and Thom 1992; Good and Sawyer 1998; Zedler and

Calloway 1999).
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Interviews of local experts and professionals in the restoration community along

the Oregon coast yielded additional data that meet the needs of common wetland

restoration project goals. In a community-driven data needs assessment, the identification

of problems in the estuary can directly lead to the formulation of estuary restoration

goals. Goals merely become positive statements of negative estuary problems.

The combination of information from interviews and functional assessment and

planning methods produced an ideal set of data fields for the Coos estuary database.

From this ideal list, data fields were chosen for which data was readily available, either in

GIS or non-digital format. This approach parallels that most likely favored by local

groups and governments; that is, they would rely on existing data because they would not

have the resources to generate new data. The result was a list of data fields that expanded

upon and updated the data in the CBEMP, that could assess the potential and current

ecological condition of the restoration sites, and that was readily available.

Site Identification

Simultaneous with the data needs assessment, an effort began to identify potential

wetland restoration sites that would be expressly intended for non-regulatory restoration.

Recalling that past restoration efforts have mostly focused on wetland compensatory

mitigation, potential restoration sites available for non-regulatory restoration projects are

few. Aerial photographs of the Coos estuary from 1992 were interpreted to identify

potential non-regulatory restoration sites. Consistent with recent estuary assessments (L.

Brophy, pers. comm.), 1:24,000 scale aerial photographs were used. At this scale, it is

possible to clearly identify former wetlands that were historically connected to the

estuary, but that have been altered by fill, dikes, and tidegates, and no longer provide

vital estuary functions. Sites that have dikes that have been historically breached and

remain unrepaired could also be included in this type of list (Simenstad and Feist 1996).

Once a broad list of potential restoration sites was generated, sites that would

have a greater chance for successful restoration from an ecological standpoint were

selected. The potential success of wetland restoration sites is dependent on characteristics
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such as the extent and type of site alteration, the land uses adjacent to the sites, the sites'

positions within the estuary (Simenstad and Thom 1992), and the proximity of fully

functioning wetlands that serve as sources of colonizing plants and animals (Copeland

1998). Sites were selected that experienced low to moderate alteration (e.g. agricultural

dikes, tidegates, or drainage ditches), that occurred in areas where adjacent land uses

would result in low to moderate impact to wetlands (e.g. natural, vacant land, intermittent

agriculture, or residential), that were close to healthy wetlands, and that would be openly

connected to the estuary following restoration. When restored, these sites would

experience less stress from pollution and disturbance and would be colonized by

organisms from nearby marshes through the open connection to the estuary. Low stress

during the vulnerable early stages is important to a wetland's recovery. After restoration,

the proximity of healthy marshes will create a complex of wetlands that together may

more effectively provide functions to the estuary than scattered, isolated restored

wetlands.

Conversely, sites were excluded that experienced high alteration (e.g. fill,

construction, or industrial development), that were adjacent to land uses that would result

in heavy impact (e.g. industrial activity or intensive agriculture), that were distant from

healthy wetlands, and that were isolated in the estuary and unlikely to contribute

significantly to ecosystem function. These sites, when restored, would experience more

stress from pollution and disturbance and be more likely to fail from these negative

impacts. Restoration projects on these sites would also be likely to cost more than those

on less severely altered sites.

This site identification process parallels that used in the Snohomish River estuary

restoration and conservation blueprint (People for Puget Sound 1999). In addition, sites

that are located within a local diking or drainage district were excluded because of the

severe constraint that a district's presence places on site restoration. Agricultural diking

and drainage districts are cooperative entities that pool landowner taxes to maintain dikes

and drainage devices, suggesting that dikes in these areas are intact. Restoration of

individual sites must be negotiated with the district and all of its members, who are

mostly committed to maintaining the dikes and drainage devices.
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To confirm aerial photograph interpretation, identified sites were compared with

GIS data, such as the National Wetlands Inventory and the Oregon Estuary Plan Book's

habitat characterization. Further confirmation of these sites was made during roadside site

visits for data collection. Then, for the confirmed non-regulatory restoration sites, a GIS

data layer of polygons representing their locations was created based on the National

Wetlands Inventory data.

While non-regulatory restoration has recently been emphasized, wetland

compensatory mitigation continues to occur. In addition to selected non-regulatory

restoration sites, designated mitigation sites from the CBEMP were incorporated into the

database. The CBEMP categorizes mitigation sites into high, medium, and low priorities.

The high and medium priority sites are protected for mitigation only and GIS data for

most of these sites was adapted from the DEMIS project. However, several high and

medium priority sites are absent from the GIS data, so an additional GIS data layer of

points representing the missing sites was created. By contrast, the low priority mitigation

sites are not protected and may also be used for non-regulatory restoration. A GIS data

layer of points representing their locations was also included in the database. It was

necessary to create point data for these two groups of sites because the CBEMP

information did not allow determination of their shapes.

Data Collection

When GIS data for the potential wetland restoration sites were established in the

database, data collection for the supporting data fields began. Relevant GIS data from the

DEMIS project were adapted to the database and interpreted to collect information about

the restoration sites. Non-digital information about the mitigation sites from the CBEMP

was also applied. To confirm the accuracy of these sources, the data was checked by

using the 1992 aerial photographs and by making roadside site visits.

From the aerial photographs and the site visits, additional site characteristics were

recorded. During the roadside site visits, on-the-ground photographs for some of the sites

were taken with a personal 35 mm camera. With an on-the-ground view, rather than a
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map view, the photos are intended to provide additional assistance to interpreting site

features and to comparing individual sites. A hand-held global positioning system (GPS)

unit was used to acquire site location data for some of the sites. Due to logistical barriers,

however, site location data were not obtained for all of the sites, so this incomplete data

set was not converted to GIS data.

Finally, Coos County tax records were investigated to obtain socio-economic

information, such as township, range, and section locations, taxlot numbers, and

landowner information. Coos County taxlot maps were used to determine site locations

and taxlot numbers. Then, a search of the Coos County tax database yielded landowner

information. For some sites, value of the land, which is a potential financial constraint for

restoration projects, was estimated.

The site value estimates are rough approximations intended only for comparing

possible costs between restoration site choices; they do not represent actual values. These

values may be useful when restoration project managers are comparing sites in an attempt

to negotiate the purchase of a conservation easement on a site or outright purchase of the

land for restoration. Estimations of the value of non-regulatory restoration sites began by

using Coos County taxlot maps to approximate the percentage of each taxlot that

coincided with a potential restoration site. Next, this percentage was multiplied by the

number of acres of the taxlot, resulting in an estimated acreage for each taxlot that falls

within a restoration site. From the tax records, an average per acre value was calculated

for each taxlot (the assessed land value divided by the number of taxlot acres). By

multiplying the average per acre value for each taxlot by the estimated acreage of that

taxlot that falls within a restoration site and summing the result for all taxlots within that

site, a rough approximation of the site's value was determined.

To estimate the value for the mitigation sites from the CBEMP, the process was

somewhat different. Each mitigation site has a known acreage. For sites that consist of

only one taxlot, a per acre value for that taxlot was calculated and multiplied by the

number of acres of the site to yield a restoration site value. In cases where the site

includes several taxlots, the percentage of each taxlot within the site is not reported in the

CBEMP, nor is an accurate description available to make this estimation. Rather, an

average per acre value for all taxlots within the site was found by dividing their total
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value by their total acreage. Then, an estimated restoration site value was found by

multiplying the site acreage by the average per acre value across all taxlots within the

site. In some cases, too many taxlots or additional site improvements that added to taxlot

values hopelessly confounded this estimation method. In these cases, restoration site

value was not estimated.

Once the data for the data fields were collected and verified for accuracy, the data

were manually entered into tables in Microsoft Access ®, a database management software

program. Then, these data tables were linked to the corresponding GIS data representing

potential restoration site locations. These data tables, stored as attribute tables in

ArcView GIS®, can be displayed simultaneously with the map view of the GIS data

(Figure 11). The key feature of the attribute tables is that they are the vehicle for

narrowing site choices by searching with specific criteria from the data fields.
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Finally, on-the-ground site photos were digitally acquired with an HP ScanJet IIcx

scanner and stored as JPEG digital files. These images were linked to their respective site

locations in the GIS data, so that a database user can retrieve a photo for a particular site

while viewing a map of the GIS data.

Structure of Data Field Entries

The query tool, in both ArcView GIS ® and Microsoft Access ®, allows the user to search

the database using entries in the data fields to narrow suitable site choices for a particular

restoration project. To facilitate a database search, data field entries must be limited so

that database users have only a few options from which to choose a search. For example,

some data fields were purposefully set up as Yes/No categories, which can be searched

for the presence or absence of a particular site characteristic. In many cases, a group of

Yes/No fields are derivations of a fully descriptive field that explains site features. For

instance, current land use is fully described in one field, but the three possible entries

(vacant, pasture, and recreation) each have their own Yes/No field to facilitate a search

for their presence or absence. For other fields, entries were restricted to a small number

of responses, enabling the user to search from among a limited number of possibilities

(Figure 12). Some fields are not intended for searching, but consist of text to explain

particular site features.

Metadata

To document data sources for the database, metadata were created for the GIS data.

Metadata are "data about data which describes the content, quality, condition and other

characteristics of data (FGDC 1999)." Metadata are now a standard element of GIS data

and enable the user to assess the condition of the data and whether there are any

problems, such as accuracy or resolution.
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Figure 12. ArcView GIS ® query window with three possible entries (on right) for the
"Estuary Management Unit" data field (highlighted in black on left)

Metadata for the pilot GIS database, stored as text files, can be accessed in

ArcView GIS® while viewing a map of the data by clicking the green "M" button at the

top of the window (Figure 13). Additional, more detailed, metadata in the standard format

of the Federal Geographic Data Committee (FGDC) are available for some of the GIS

data sets and can be accessed by clicking the gray "F" button at the top of the window.

Outside of ArcView GIS®, metadata may be viewed with text editing and word

processing software programs. Also, there is a text file that describes the nature of the

data in the attribute tables. While this file does not meet FGDC format standards, it does

serve as a description of the data sources. Examples of both the short-form metadata and

the FGDC-compliant metadata are found in Appendix D.
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Figure 13. ArcView GIS ® window with metadata file

Public Availability

With support from the DLCD, the database became available to the public in 1999. From

the DEMIS web site [http://www.lcd.state.or.us/coast/demis/core.htm], a user may

request a CD-ROM containing either the Coos estuary potential wetland restoration site

database or the original DEMIS data project including all of the GIS data for the Coos

estuary (DLCD 1999a).

Since a static database soon becomes outdated and loses its utility, a lingering

concern is the maintenance and update of the Coos estuary data. Presently, this

responsibility is fulfilled by a National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration
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(NOAA) Coastal Management Fellow, who administers DEMIS at the DLCD office in

Portland, Oregon.
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Chapter 4

Results and Discussion

The database for the Coos estuary consists of 89 potential wetland restoration sites. There

are 15 non-regulatory restoration sites (GIS polygons) selected by aerial photograph

analysis, 27 low priority mitigation sites from the CBEMP (GIS points) that are available

for non-regulatory restoration, and 47 high and medium priority mitigation sites from the

CBEMP (42 GIS polygons and 5 GIS points) that are protected expressly for mitigation.

The database includes 48 GIS data sets (Appendix A), while the supporting data tables

include 96 data fields (Appendix B). In addition, there are on-the-ground photos for 18 of

the 89 sites (Figure 14).

Site Searches

To grasp the utility of the database, consider a hypothetical site search for possible

choices for a 15-acre wetland compensatory mitigation project designed to improve Coho

salmon (Oncorhynchus tshawytscha) habitat in either Catching or Isthmus Sloughs, two

major branches of the Coos estuary. A focused search of the 47 sites protected

exclusively for mitigation reports that 18 of these sites are located in either Catching or

Isthmus Sloughs (Figure 15). Further searching reveals that 3 of these 18 sites meet the

requirement of 15 acres or more (Figure 16). A final search shows that only one of these

3 sites has Coho salmon in its adjacent waters (Figure 17). At this point, the mitigation

project manager could visit the site to assess other site characteristics not available in the

database. If the site proved unsatisfactory for any reason, another search pattern could be

generated to find suitable sites. If the site was satisfactory, the project manager could use

the site data, along with more detailed site surveys, to develop and implement a

restoration action plan.
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Figure 14. ArcView GIS ® window with on-the-ground site photos

Figure 15. Site search yielding 18 (red) sites in either Catching or Isthmus Sloughs;
existing tidal wetlands are in solid green and other diked wetlands appear in yellow
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Another possible scenario is a hypothetical site search for a non-regulatory

wetland restoration project that is intended to improve degraded water quality in either

Catching or Isthmus Sloughs. The project's goal is to offer a high visibility demonstration

project that improves water quality by removing dikes and tidegates to restore tidal flow

to a former estuarine wetland. From a search of both the 27 low priority mitigation sites

and the 15 non-regulatory restoration sites, one finds that 19 of these 42 sites are in either

Catching or Isthmus Sloughs (Figure 18). Of these 19 sites, 12 are located in areas with

poor water quality (Figure 19). Poor water quality includes classification as any of the

following: (1) water quality limited by the Oregon Department of Environmental Quality;

(2) Toxic Release Inventory site by the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA);

(3) Superfund site by the U.S. EPA; (4) National Pollution Discharge Elimination System

site by the U.S. EPA or; (5) confined animal feeding operation by the Oregon Department

of Agriculture. To fulfill the goal of high visibility, a search for sites adjacent to major

highways reveals 3 locations (Figure 20). Of these 3 sites, only 2 have both dikes and

tidegates on them (Figure 21). The demonstration project manager could then make

detailed site surveys to compare the two sites and perform an analysis of social or

economic constraints to determine which site would best match the goals of the project.

Again, once the project manager chooses a site for the project, a restoration action plan

can be developed and implemented based on site data.

Developing a Vision Plan

Another potential use for the database is the development of a vision plan for the restored

conditions of the estuary. The display features of ArcView GIS ® can convey estuary-

wide restoration goals to lay citizens who can better understand them in map form. This

key step builds community support, which is crucial to the success of an estuary-wide

restoration plan. Many restoration opportunities exist on privately owned land and local

backing helps landowners realize their important role in achieving restoration goals

(Good and Sawyer 1998).
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Figure 18. Site search yielding 19 (red) sites in either Catching or Isthmus Sloughs; other
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Figure 19. Site search yielding 12 (red) sites in areas with poor water quality; unselected
sites are light blue points, other mitigation sites are in orange, existing tidal wetlands are
in solid green, and other diked wetlands are in yellow
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Figure 20. Site search yielding 3 (red) sites adjacent to a major highway; other mitigation
sites appear in orange, existing tidal wetlands are in solid green, and other diked wetlands
are in yellow

Figure 21. Site search yielding 2 (red) sites that have both dikes and tidegates; the
unselected site is in light blue, other mitigation sites appear in orange, existing tidal
wetlands are in solid green, and other diked wetlands are in yellow
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Once potential restoration sites have been identified, the GIS-based process of

visualizing a plan for a restored estuary can be realized. First, existing tidal wetlands are

displayed in one color (e.g. green). Next, the potential wetland restoration sites are shown

in another color (e.g. red). Finally, by showing both the existing tidal wetlands and the

potential wetland restoration sites in the same color (e.g. green), a vision of restored

estuary conditions can be demonstrated. Figure 22 illustrates this concept with a

hypothetical example for a portion of the Coos estuary. However, landowner cooperation

must be achieved before publicly displaying these maps. Otherwise, landowners who are

angered by the public display of their land on the maps may stall the estuary restoration

planning and implementation process.

Implementing the Estuary Restoration Planning Methodology

The construction of the Coos estuary database led to the formulation of the general

process (Figure 23) and the step-by-step analytical protocol (Figures 24-26) for

identifying potential wetland restoration sites and creating a searchable GIS database

with an estuary-wide perspective. Easily adapted to other Oregon estuaries, this

methodology is being applied in the DEMIS project by a NOAA Coastal Management

Fellow for the 1998-2000 period. The expected products of the DEMIS project are GIS

databases, much like that for the Coos estuary pilot project, for the Coquille River

estuary, the Nehalem River estuary, the Siletz Bay estuary, and the Siuslaw River

estuary.

While these efforts are led by the state of Oregon (DLCD and Division of State

Lands), the same process can be undertaken by local groups and governments in other

Oregon estuaries. By utilizing the skills of community members, an estuary-wide GIS

database and restoration plan can be devised.

Consider a possible scenario in which a group of local government officials,

watershed council members, and citizens decide to implement the methodology in their

estuary. Initially, there will be simultaneous efforts to evaluate data needs (Figure 24), to

formulate estuary restoration goals (Figure 24), and to identify potential restoration sites
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Figure 22. Vision plan of restored estuary conditions showing existing tidal wetlands in
green (a), potential wetland restoration sites in red (b), and a combination of both in
green (c)
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Figure 23. General process for identifying potential wetland restoration sites and creating
a searchable GIS database with an estuary-wide perspective
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Figure 24. Assess data needs and formulate estuary restoration goals; step-by-step
analytical protocol for identifying potential wetland restoration sites and creating a
searchable GIS database with an estuary-wide perspective
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Figure 25. Identify sites and create GIS data; step-by-step analytical protocol for identifying potential wetland restoration sites and
creating a searchable GIS database with an estuary-wide perspective
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Figure 26. Collect data and complete GIS database; step-by-step analytical protocol for identifying potential wetland restoration
sites and creating a searchable GIS database with an estuary-wide perspective



(Figure 25). To provoke community discussion and thought, a series of early restoration

planning meetings would be held.

At these meetings, available information about the estuary, perhaps from

scientific studies and local knowledge, would be presented and estuary problems would

be documented. From this pool of problems, meeting participants would identify and rank

estuary-wide goals to solve those problems. When estuary restoration goals are

prioritized, data needs that address the goals can be identified. Guided by elements of

functional wetland assessment methodologies, such as HGM and OFWAM, and the input

of wetland restoration experts, the local group can select crucial data sets for a GIS

database that allows measurement of restoration success.

Meanwhile, other participants, perhaps local planning and watershed council staff,

would identify former wetlands that have been altered. Many resources for comparing

past and present conditions of wetlands are available, including aerial photos, National

Wetlands Inventory maps, Oregon Estuary Plan Book maps, county soil surveys, U.S.

Coast Survey charts, original Public Lands Survey records, historical ground photos,

written accounts and local diking and drainage district records (Good 1999). By

narrowing the list of potential wetland restoration sites to those that have a higher chance

of restoration success and cross-checking the sites with the National Wetlands Inventory,

the Oregon Estuary Plan Book, and roadside site visits, a list of non-regulatory

restoration sites can be identified. To decide which sites might have a better chance for

restoration success, criteria should include the extent of alteration, adjacent land uses, and

the proximity to healthy wetlands.

Then, by incorporating mitigation sites from the local comprehensive plan, a final

inventory of potential wetland restoration sites would be established for the estuary. At

this point, a draft estuary restoration plan would be produced. The plan would include

estuary restoration goals and their rationale, the potential restoration site inventory, and

the data fields for which data will be collected.

For the potential restoration sites, data would now be collected to fill the selected

data fields (Figure 26). Community volunteers, local planners, watershed council

members, and natural resource agency staff could be enlisted to find and enter the data.

Data would be found in scientific studies of the estuary, the local comprehensive plan and
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local government records, and in many of the sources used for site identification. In

addition, site visits would yield information and would serve as an accuracy check for

other data sources. During site visits, on-the-ground site photos could be taken and

incorporated into the GIS database. Attention should be devoted to the structure of data

entries, so that searching for sites can be limited to a manageable number of possible

entries. Also, staff trained in GIS would locate, acquire and organize relevant GIS data.

GIS data would be found in a variety of locations. Interrain Pacific has compiled

many GIS data sets for the Oregon coast (Inforain 1999). Also, an ongoing effort at

Oregon State University will produce a clearinghouse of GIS coastal data for Oregon

(Oregon Coast Geospatial Clearinghouse 1999). The State of Oregon may provide GIS

data, either from the State Service Center for GIS (State Service Center for GIS 1999) or

from individual natural resource agencies. Agencies may include the DLCD, the

Department of Environmental Quality, the Division of State Lands, the Department of

Fish and Wildlife, the Department of Agriculture, the Department of Forestry, and the

Department of Transportation. Federal agencies that may offer GIS data include the

Bureau of Land Management, the Forest Service, the Natural Resources Conservation

Service, the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration, the Environmental

Protection Agency, the Fish and Wildlife Service, the Geological Survey, and the Army

Corps of Engineers. Some non-profit organizations that may have GIS data are the Nature

Conservancy, the Natural Heritage Program, Ducks Unlimited, and the Wetlands Joint

Venture. Finally, information from paper maps may be digitized and stored as GIS data,

while digital locational information may be entered as a GIS data set. For example, global

positioning system (GPS) location data recorded with a hand-held unit during site visits

may form a GIS data set.

Data sources would be documented so that metadata could be created that will

provide information about data accuracy, age, and resolution. A metadata collection tool

is available from the NOAA Coastal Services Center (Coastal Services Center 1999).

This helpful tool leads the user through a series of steps to create metadata for the data

source.

When the database is complete and ready to use, the local group would determine

how it would be made available to the public. It might be stored, for instance, at a public
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library or at a local community college. Public availability and visibility would help to

carry public support for estuary restoration.

Once the database is publicly available, it may be used to search for sites that

match the goals of restoration projects that are consistent with the estuary restoration

plan. When suitable sites are selected, site visits would reveal additional site

characteristics that would lead to the formulation of a site restoration action plan.

Another major consideration is funding. Often, the OWEB provides funding for

such projects, particularly when the community is organized and has produced an estuary

restoration plan (OWEB 1999). Many other sources of funding exist for wetland

restoration projects (Appendix C).

Advantages and Disadvantages

The methodology developed during the course of the pilot project for the Coos estuary

has several advantages. First, the process generates a GIS database that can be searched

to yield suitable sites that match the goals of specific restoration projects. The database

allows landscape analysis of potential restoration sites that address problems within an

estuary. This landscape approach is an improvement over the site-specific approach taken

by the local mitigation site inventories that do not compare wetland sites. Second, the

database applies to a broad range of restoration project goals. Sites are not rigidly

prioritized based on a specific type of restoration project, so each project manager can

search for possible sites with criteria relevant to that project. Third, the desktop search

feature can save valuable time and money in locating sites that match the needs of a

project by eliminating the need for preliminary site visits to a vast number of possible

sites. Finally, the process incorporates updated information that help the user to assess the

current and potential ecological condition of the sites. The method also includes socio-

economic data, which provide a measure of a restoration project's potential impact to

society and present possible barriers to restoration. All of these features are

improvements over the Coos Bay Estuary Management Plan.
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The methodology also has disadvantages. The utility of the GIS database is

dependent on the accuracy, age, availability, and resolution of the data (Goodchild 1993).

GIS data must categorize spatial data with hard lines. In nature, gradients are common,

but gradients are difficult to represent with spatial data. For example, GIS soil data may

show that each half of an area has a distinct soil type. In reality, however, there may be a

gradual soil gradient between the two halves that is not captured by the GIS data.

Outdated information is not accurately representative of current estuary

conditions. Thus, there is a temporal accuracy problem when data ages (Berry 1995). For

example, the distribution of a species changes with time. If considerable time has passed

since the data was collected, then it will not be representative of the current species

distribution.

Additionally, in some estuaries, important data fields may prove difficult to

obtain, creating a stumbling block to restoration planning efforts. For example, if

elevation data is not available for the potential restoration sites, it will be difficult to

determine if the restored wetland would become a high marsh, a low marsh, or an aquatic

bed. If this data was unavailable, a detailed site survey would be necessary before site

restoration actions could be designed.

Spatial resolution can also pose problems. A coarse resolution may not allow a

database user to determine the presence or absence of a site characteristic (Berry 1995).

For example, if the spatial resolution of land cover classification data is larger than the

size of a potential restoration site, it may be impossible to determine exactly what land

cover occurs there without a site visit. Poor spatial data resolution may inhibit a user's

ability to choose potential sites. Another spatial resolution problem may occur when

different GIS data layers are overlaid (Goodchild 1993). If maps are digitized at different

scales or if the spatial resolution of GIS data sets varies, then when these data sets are

overlaid, errors may occur. For instance, if two data sets use a shoreline, but they are not

precisely the same, an overlay error will occur. These types of errors may be severe

enough to make it impossible to discern site characteristics from GIS data.

All of these GIS data problems emphasize the importance of metadata for

providing information about the nature of the data sources within the database. Metadata
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can help the database user understand the errors associated with the data and the

limitations for applying the data to specific tasks (FGDC 1999).

Another disadvantage to the methodology is that while it provides ecological

information, it does not generate functional ratings for potential restoration sites. This

shortcoming is mostly due to the lack of available data. In the Coos estuary database,

some data fields in the database yield ecological information about the current and

potential status of the sites. These data include current and adjacent land uses, site

modifications, salinity regime, hydrological site features, current and potential

vegetation, species distributions, soils, wildlife habitat, streams, and a digital elevation

model. Some of these data are not detailed enough for functional assessment, however.

For example, the digital elevation model is too coarse to yield data points for the

restoration sites. In addition, the hydrological site features and current and potential

vegetation data are general, so more comprehensive data is needed for functional

assessment. Without detailed site surveys, the available data does not offer an opportunity

to quantitatively assess wetland function for the restoration sites. It does, however, allow

the database user to grasp ecological site characteristics and it improves upon the

capabilities of the existing local mitigation site inventories.

A final disadvantage of the methodology is that it does not constitute a

comprehensive site assessment. Although the database allows the user to narrow potential

restoration site choices, it should not be used exclusively for making final decisions about

site restoration actions. More detailed site data, such as a microtopographical survey, a

hydrological survey, and a species diversity survey, should be acquired before a

restoration project's design is finalized (PERL 1990; Simenstad et al. 1999). The GIS

database is not a substitute for a comprehensive, on-the-ground site assessment prior to

the design and implementation of restoration actions.
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Chapter 5

Conclusions and Recommendations

Due to historic alterations, many of Oregon's former tidal wetlands no longer provide the

functions that maintain the integrity of estuaries. Wetland restoration is one means of

improving the quality of degraded estuaries. With emphasis shifting from wetland

compensatory mitigation toward non-regulatory wetland restoration, updated ecological

information about potential restoration sites is needed. The methodology described in this

report produces a searchable ecological and socio-economic GIS database for potential

mitigation and non-regulatory restoration sites in a landscape context that supports

estuary-wide restoration planning.

The methodology and the GIS database it produces facilitate more effective

wetland restoration than do current wetland mitigation site inventories. The use of GIS to

store, search and display potential restoration site information allows landscape analysis

of estuary sites that will likely improve ecosystem quality. The local mitigation site

inventories contain little ecological data and were built around the interests of future

development at a site-specific scale. This report's methodology emphasizes an estuary-

wide, ecological approach to matching potential restoration sites with specific restoration

projects that will save coastal resource managers and planners time, effort, and money.

However, a number of actions are recommended that will help this methodology

contribute to more effective restoration planning in Oregon's estuaries.

Update and Change Coast-wide Planning

Although Oregon's land use planning program and the OCMP provide the framework for

effective estuary-wide wetland restoration planning, local mitigation site inventories and

the methods by which they were selected in the early 1980's are now outdated. In light of

ongoing alterations in estuaries, recent advances in computer and GIS technology, and

declining salmonid stocks, the Oregon Estuary Plan Book and its mitigation site
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inventories should be overhauled. By updating information, adding ecological data, and

creating and incorporating GIS data, searchable databases of potential wetland restoration

sites can be produced for estuary-wide restoration planning.

The plan amendment process and the new periodic review process offer a window

of opportunity for local governments to amend the wetland components of their

comprehensive plans. Large governments are required to realign their plans with new

state policies, but they may also initiate their own plan revisions. Small governments can

initiate plan amendments to their local land use plans. The state could also adopt state

policy requiring changes to wetland elements of local plans that would compel both large

and small governments to address wetland planning in their local land use plans. In either

case, local governments might incorporate this report's methodology during their plan

review or amendment. By using this estuary-wide approach, local governments could

incorporate non-regulatory restoration into their plans and increase the effectiveness of

wetland restoration in their estuaries.

A strong incentive for revising and amending local wetland plans is the trend of

less wetland compensatory mitigation and more non-regulatory restoration. A product of

the OCMP is that many suitable restoration sites in Oregon's estuaries are protected

exclusively for wetland compensatory mitigation. During interviews with restoration

professionals along the Oregon coast, repeated observations were made that the extensive

coastal development anticipated in local comprehensive plans and mitigation site

inventories has not materialized. Hence, most estuaries have more mitigation sites than

are needed to accommodate the present rate of development (Good and Sawyer 1998).

Yet, these sites remain protected for mitigation, excluding their use as non-regulatory

restoration sites. For instance, scientists had to negotiate with the Coos County

government to free restoration sites in the South Slough National Estuarine Research

Reserve for the non-regulatory Winchester Tidelands Restoration Project because the

sites were protected for mitigation in the CBEMP (Rumrill, pers. comm.). To achieve

estuary-wide restoration goals, more potential restoration sites should be available for

non-regulatory restoration because wetland compensatory mitigation occurs infrequently

and is often unsuccessful. Therefore, through the periodic review and plan amendment
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processes, local governments might reverse the exclusion of non-regulatory restoration

on protected mitigation sites.

In the event that a local government prefers to extend protection of their

mitigation sites as insurance against future development, an alternative strategy is to

establish them as a mitigation bank. Mitigation banks, which are designed to replace

wetland functions lost during permitted development projects, are usually large former or

degraded wetlands that are restored in advance of development (Dennison 1997).

Wetlands are assessed and credit is awarded when wetland functions are established.

Then, when mitigation is required for development, developers purchase credit saved by

the mitigation bank. By combining the compensation requirements of many small

projects, mitigation banks restore large wetlands in advance of development that can

more effectively replace lost wetland functions than small, isolated restoration projects

performed after development. Mitigation banks ensure restoration success in advance of

the sacrifice of natural wetlands to development, so the likelihood of "no net loss" of

wetland functions increases.

Remove Barriers and Build Support

Barriers to non-regulatory restoration, most of which apply to private landowners, have

stymied "no net loss" goals and should be removed (Good and Sawyer 1998). For

instance, the restoration permit process, while more streamlined than in the past, remains

long, tedious and uncertain and may be a deterrent to wetland restoration on private land.

A less difficult restoration permit process would encourage more wetland restoration on

private property. Another barrier is that Oregon law excludes conservation practices from

exclusive farm use zones. If farmers opt to restore wetlands, then they must pay higher

taxes because they become ineligible for the low agricultural property tax rate. Since

many former wetlands adjacent to estuaries have been converted for agriculture, this legal

interpretation inhibits wetland restoration on farmland. Additionally, heavy federal estate

taxes frequently deter inheritors from restoring wetlands because they must sell their land

to pay the tax. Tax incentives on restored wetlands would encourage wetland restoration
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on private property. With the removal of barriers to and the addition of incentives for

wetland restoration, private landowners would play a greater role in achieving estuary-

wide restoration goals.

A combination of technical assistance and education can also persuade

landowners to restore wetlands on their property. Toward this end, state agencies can

employ this report's methodology to help local groups build and use GIS databases of

potential wetland restoration sites that can be searched to display suitable sites for

restoration projects. The GIS database can also be used to display an easy-to-grasp map

of the future vision of restored conditions in the estuary. Local citizens who visualize

restoration goals may lend their support for estuary-wide restoration planning.

Wetland Assessment Needs

A wetland functional assessment method for the Oregon coast would improve wetland

restoration planning by allowing functional comparison of potential and existing wetland

sites. The methodology in this report generates ecological GIS data, but comparisons

between sites are limited to the presence or absence of site characteristics. In the Coos

estuary database, these data include current and adjacent land uses, site modifications,

salinity regime, hydrological site features, current and potential vegetation, species

distributions, soils, wildlife habitat, streams, and a digital elevation model. However, the

digital elevation model has poor resolution and the hydrological site features and current

and potential vegetation data are too general for functional assessment. Other data sets

could be added to the database to allow functional assessment of the potential wetland

restoration sites. These data sets might include microelevation, tidal amplitude in the

adjacent channel, water sources, length of potential tidal channels, and precipitation. If

these data were included in the database, a rapid functional assessment of the current and

potential status of the restoration sites could be made.

This GIS-based rapid functional assessment procedure for coastal wetlands,

perhaps modeled after the NC-CREWS project (NC DCM 1994), would improve upon

the methodology described in this report. This approach to wetland functional assessment
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along the coast might be better than the current state effort to develop a regional HGM

assessment method because HGM was primarily developed for freshwater wetlands.

Although the North Carolina approach requires substantial commitment of state resources

for hardware, software, and data collection and analysis, its ability to provide functional

significance evaluations of coastal wetlands far outweighs the start-up costs. Once data is

collected and is available to coastal resource managers, the GIS-based assessment

approach allows managers to quickly search for and locate the most ecologically

significant wetland and potential restoration sites at a landscape scale. For example, the

North Carolina model assesses coastal wetlands and ranks them according to their

wetland functional significance. With this assessment tool, highly significant sites, either

existing natural wetlands or potential restoration sites, are identified so that restoration

and conservation projects may be planned to yield the most gain from funding sources.

GIS helps managers to plan an effective wetland restoration and conservation strategy to

improve coastal ecosystem quality by evaluating significant wetland sites in a landscape

context. While the GIS-based approach in this report is a useful tool for restoration

planning, assessment of functional significance is not possible. An adaptation of the

North Carolina model would greatly enhance wetland restoration planning in Oregon

estuaries.

A further need for coastal wetland restoration planning is a GIS-based inventory

and assessment of completed wetland restoration and mitigation projects in Oregon

(Good and Sawyer 1998). With such an inventory, restoration project managers could

evaluate the results of completed restoration projects that are similar to their own and

learn from previous successes or failures. In addition, the number of completed

mitigation projects that used designated mitigation sites in each estuary can be assessed.

This assessment could lead a local government to question the effectiveness of its

mitigation plan. For instance, if few mitigation projects have taken place on designated

mitigation sites, then the mitigation plan may be deemed ineffective and revision of local

mitigation strategy might be warranted during the periodic review or plan amendment

process. Unfortunately, information about completed wetland restoration and mitigation

projects is absent in the GIS database for the Coos estuary. GIS-based inventories of
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completed restoration and mitigation projects should be created for all estuaries in

Oregon.

Finally, restoration project managers should use the lessons learned from other

restoration projects, such as the Salmon River estuary project and the Winchester

Tidelands Restoration Project, to guide the design of their projects. By evaluating the

results of completed restoration projects, project managers can improve the design of

their site restoration plans and increase their likelihood of success (Kentula, Brooks, et al.

1992). This approach can prevent new restoration projects from repeating the failures of

past projects.

Estuary Task Forces

Communities have responded to the presence of OWEB, which funds watershed

assessments and non-regulatory restoration projects, by forming watershed councils

composed of citizens, local government officials, federal and state agency

representatives, and private landowners (OWEB 1999). Watershed councils along the

coast have undertaken estuary assessments of wetland restoration and conservation

opportunities. These groups, however, have no authority and, consequently, there is little

integration of council decisions with local government policy.

As an alternative to watershed councils, quasi-authoritative estuary task forces

should be established. These task forces, whose main purpose would be to identify

estuary problems and solutions that would be integrated with local government policy,

would represent the diverse array of interests in each estuary. Their membership would

include citizens and local landowners, local government officials, industry

representatives, and federal and state agency staff. Task forces would hold public

hearings to gather public input and their decisions, with public feedback, would reflect

citizen preferences. These estuary planning decisions, by law, would be incorporated into

local government policy and ordinances so that estuary restoration goals would be met.

Estuary task forces would be charged with achieving sustainable estuary-wide

development that is consistent with statewide coastal planning goal 16, which strives to
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balance economic and social development with environmental protection and restoration.

Sustainable development recognizes the need for a balance of environmental and

economic values and requires a landscape-scale estuary evaluation. Estuary task forces

could employ the landscape approach of this report's methodology in their pursuit of

sustainable estuarine development. By giving authority to task forces, sustainable

development can become a goal that will be shaped by local communities.

Since many people are unfamiliar with wetland assessment, goal setting, and plan

preparation, educational workshops for estuary task forces and community members

would facilitate their ability to accomplish these tasks. The Oregon Sea Grant Extension

Service has held similar workshops for coastal watershed councils and communities

(Good pers. comm.). These workshops could be adapted for estuary task forces and

would equip members to effectively evaluate their estuarine resources, identify and

prioritize problems and goals, develop alternatives to solve those problems, and prepare a

plan to implement appropriate solutions. The plan would become part of the local

comprehensive plan and local ordinances would be updated. State establishment and

education of estuary task forces would provide a mechanism for improving estuary

quality that would allow local communities to accommodate their unique needs,

paralleling the OCMP's practice of delegating planning authority to the local level.

Oregon Coastal Conservancy

A complement to establishing estuary task forces is the development of an Oregon

Coastal Conservancy modeled after the California Coastal Conservancy. The California

Coastal Conservancy (CCC) is a state resource agency that serves as a liaison between

government, the private sector, and citizens in pursuit of its goals to purchase, protect,

restore, and enhance coastal resources, and to provide access to the shore (CCC 1999).

As a non-regulatory agency, the CCC uses state funds and public donations to perform

such tasks as ensuring public access to the coast, protecting and enhancing coastal

wetlands, protecting agricultural lands, restoring urban waterfronts, and acquiring

ecologically valuable areas. Another important feature of the CCC is its role as mediator
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in land use conflict resolution along the coast. The CCC, unlike the regulatory California

Coastal Commission, enjoys a good rapport with the public and is directed by a board

composed of citizens, state agency representatives, and California legislators.

An Oregon Coastal Conservancy (OCC) would fulfill roles similar to its

California counterpart. The OCC would guide estuary task forces in their quest to achieve

estuary-wide restoration. In addition, the OCC would ensure that state and federal

activities along the coast were consistent with the decisions of estuary task forces. It

would assist task forces in land acquisition for wetland restoration and conservation,

provide technical assistance for task force planning, and resolve conflicts over

contentious issues. In short, the OCC would represent the state's commitment to effective

estuary restoration planning along the entire coast. It would also interact with the LCDC

to ensure task force compliance with the statewide land use planning program.

Wrap-up

If all or even some of these recommendations are implemented, the future of wetland

restoration in Oregon is hopeful. With the benefit of these recommendations and the use

of the methodology contained in this report, Oregon may improve the success of wetland

restoration in its estuaries and achieve a net gain of wetlands. Advances in estuary-wide

restoration planning, such as the use of GIS and functional wetland assessment, are

essential to its success. The GIS-based methodology for creating searchable databases of

potential estuarine wetland restoration sites is a step toward this vision of the future of

coastal wetland restoration in Oregon.
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Appendix A. GIS data sets for the Coos estuary database of potential wetland restoration
sites.

GIS Data Set Description
Mitigation Sites Polygon data for high and medium priority sites in

the CBEMP
Missing High/Medium Priority Sites Point data for sites missing from polygon data for

Mitigation Sites
Low Priority Restoration Sites Point data for low priority mitigation sites in the

CBEMP
Non-regulatory Restoration Sites Polygon data for sites identified from aerial photos

DSL Permitted Mitigation Sites Division of State Lands permit data

Special Mitigation Sites From Oregon Estuary Plan Book

Dredge Material Disposal Sites From Oregon Estuary Plan Book

Highways Major highways from State Service Center for GIS

Roads Other roads from State Service Center for GIS

Railroad Railroad tracks from State Service Center for GIS

Road intersected by a stream From overlay of roads and streams data

National Wetlands Inventory (NWI) U.S. Fish and Wildlife classification system

Diked Lands – NWI Lands classified as diked in the NWI

Streams – NWI Streams from NWI

Estuarine Habitat - Oregon Estuary Plan Book Habitat classification in the Oregon Estuary Plan
Book based on NWI

Diked Lands - Oregon Estuary Plan Book Lands classified as diked by Oregon Estuary Plan
Book

Filled Lands - NRCS soils Filled lands according to NRCS soil survey

Streams Streams data from State Service Center for GIS

Coho Coho salmon distribution from OR Dept. of Fish
and Wildlife

Fall Chinook Fall Chinook salmon distribution from OR Dept.
of Fish and Wildlife

Winter Steelhead Winter Steelhead trout distribution from OR Dept.
of Fish and Wildlife

Water Quality Limited Streams Designated by OR Dept. of Environmental Quality
(DEQ)

Water Diversions Alterations to hydrology from Interrain Pacific

Culverts Culverts under roads from Interrain Pacific
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Dams Dams from U.S. Army Corps of Engineers

Effluent Discharge Permits Permits issued under the National Pollutant
Discharge Elimination System (U.S. EPA)

EPA Superfund Sites Sites of major contamination from U.S. EPA

Toxic Release Inventory – 1992 Sites of toxic spills from U.S. EPA

Confined Animal Feeding Operations Sites classified by the OR Dept. of Agriculture

Boat Ramps Recreational boat ramp according to oil spill
response plan of DEQ

Marsh Marsh distribution according to oil spill response
plan of DEQ

Eelgrass Eelgrass distribution according to oil spill response
plan of DEQ

Clam Clam bed distribution according to oil spill
response plan of DEQ

Recreational Clam Recreational clamming areas according to oil spill
response plan of DEQ

Groundfish Groundfish distribution according to oil spill
response plan of DEQ

Oyster Oyster bed distribution according to oil spill
response plan of DEQ

Shrimp Shrimp distribution according to oil spill response
plan of DEQ

Wildlife Habitat Habitat distribution according to oil spill response
plan of DEQ

Estuary Management Units From Oregon Estuary Plan Book

Significant Habitat - Oregon Estuary Plan Book Significant fish and wildlife habitat and major
marshes designated in Oregon Estuary Plan Book

Estuary Tideland Ownership Ownership from OR Division of State Lands

Generalized Zoning Land use zoning designations from State Service
Center for GIS

Shoreland Zoning Shoreland zoning designations in Oregon Estuary
Plan Book

Forest Ownership Ownership from State Service Center for GIS

NRCS Soils - Coos County Coos County soil survey by the Natural Resources
Conservation Service

Shaded Relief Map Coarse relief map from U.S. Geological Survey
digital elevation model

Aerial Photos - Coos Bay Mosaic of aerial photos by DLCD

Aerial Photos - South Slough Mosaic of aerial photos by DLCD
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Appendix B. Data fields for the database of potential wetland restoration sites in the Coos
estuary.

Data Field Type Data Field Description
Site Number numeric arbitrary index number

Site Location text description of site location; GPS Lat/Long, if available

Mitigation Site ID text mitigation site number from CBEMP

Watershed text watershed within which the site occurs

Size numeric site size in acres

Site Type text restoration, creation, or enhancement

Ownership text public, private, or corporate; yes/no data fields follow

Private yes/no ownership

Public yes/no ownership

Corporate yes/no ownership

Township text site location on county taxlot maps

Range text site location on county taxlot maps

Section text site location on county taxlot maps

Subsection text site location on county taxlot maps

Taxlots text taxlot numbers on county taxlot maps

Landowner Info text owner(s) name and address(es)

Current Land Use text land uses on site; yes/no data fields follow

Pasture(CLU) yes/no whether current land use is pasture

Recreation(CLU) yes/no whether current land use is recreation

Road(CLU) yes/no whether current land use is road

Vacant(CLU) yes/no whether land is currently vacant

Adjacent Land Use text land uses bordering the site that could impact restoration; yes/no
data fields follow

Beach(ALU) yes/no whether bordering land use is beach

Commercial(ALU) yes/no whether bordering land use is commercial
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Estuary(ALU) yes/no whether bordering land use is estuary

Forest(ALU) yes/no whether bordering land use is forest

Highway(ALU) yes/no whether bordering land use is highway

Industrial(ALU) yes/no whether bordering land use is industrial

Pasture(ALU) yes/no whether bordering land use is pasture

Railroad(ALU) yes/no whether bordering land use is railroad

Recreation(ALU) yes/no whether bordering land use is recreation

Residential(ALU) yes/no whether bordering land use is residential

Road(ALU) yes/no whether bordering land use is road

Estuary Management
Unit

text as defined in the Oregon Estuary Plan Book

Zoning text local zoning designation; yes/no data fields follow

Estuary(Z) yes/no whether local zoning designation is estuary

Exclusive Farm Use(Z) yes/no whether local zoning designation is exclusive farm use

Farm/Forest(Z) yes/no whether local zoning designation is farm/forest

Forest(Z) yes/no whether local zoning designation is forest

Industrial(Z) yes/no whether local zoning designation is industrial

Park(Z) yes/no whether local zoning designation is park

Recreation(Z) yes/no whether local zoning designation is recreation

Rural Industrial(Z) yes/no whether local zoning designation is rural industrial

Rural Residential(Z) yes/no whether local zoning designation is rural residential

Rural Service Center(Z) yes/no whether local zoning designation is rural service center

Small Woodlot(Z) yes/no whether local zoning designation is small woodlot

Urban(Z) yes/no whether local zoning designation is urban

Urban Residential(Z) yes/no whether local zoning designation is urban residential

Water Dependent
Development(Z)

yes/no whether local zoning designation is water dependent
development

Waterfront
Industrial(Z)

yes/no whether local zoning designation is waterfront industrial

Adjacent Zoning text local zoning designation bordering site
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Estuary(AZ) yes/no whether local zoning designation bordering site is estuary

Exclusive Farm
Use(AZ)

yes/no whether local zoning designation bordering site is exclusive
farm use

Farm/Forest(AZ) yes/no whether local zoning designation bordering site is farm/forest

Forest(AZ) yes/no whether local zoning designation bordering site is forest

Industrial(AZ) yes/no whether local zoning designation bordering site is industrial

Park(AZ) yes/no whether local zoning designation bordering site is park

Recreation(AZ) yes/no whether local zoning designation bordering site is recreation

Rural Industrial(AZ) yes/no whether local zoning designation bordering site is rural
industrial

Rural Residential(AZ) yes/no whether local zoning designation bordering site is rural
residential

Rural Service
Center(AZ)

yes/no whether local zoning designation bordering site is rural service
center

Small Woodlot(AZ) yes/no whether local zoning designation bordering site is small woodlot

Urban(AZ) whether local zoning designation bordering site is urban

Urban Residential(AZ) yes/no whether local zoning designation bordering site is urban
residential

Water Dependent
Development

yes/no whether local zoning designation bordering site is water
dependent development

Waterfront
Industrial(AZ)

yes/no whether local zoning designation bordering site is waterfront
industrial

Site Modifications text man-made alterations; yes/no data fields follow

Fill yes/no whether site has been altered by fill

Culvert yes/no whether site has been altered by culvert

Dike yes/no whether site has been altered by dike

Dam yes/no whether site has been altered by dam

Tidegate yes/no whether site has been altered by tidegate

Ditch yes/no whether site has been altered by ditch

Drainage District yes/no whether site falls within a diking or drainage district

Low Water Quality yes/no whether the OR Dept. of Environmental Quality designates the
adjacent waterway as water quality limited

Contaminants yes/no whether site or adjacent land is classified as toxic release site,
Superfund site, animal feeding operation, or NPDES permit

Potential Restoration
Activities

text possible restoration actions based on Site Modifications data

Relative Land Value currency estimated land value from county tax records
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Existing Cowardin
Classification

text Existing classification under U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service
system

Potential Cowardin
Classification

text Potential restored classification under U.S. Fish and Wildlife
Service system

Existing Salinity
Regime

text current salinity regime on site (fresh, brackish, or marine)

Potential Salinity
Regime

text potential restored salinity regime on site (fresh, brackish, or
marine)

Hydrology text brief description of hydrological site characteristics

Current Vegetation text general description of current vegetation

Potential Vegetation text general description of expected vegetation after restoration

Coho yes/no whether Coho salmon occur on or adjacent to site

Fall Chinook yes/no whether fall Chinook salmon occur on or adjacent to site

Winter Steelhead yes/no whether winter steelhead trout occur on or adjacent to site

Eelgrass yes/no whether eelgrass beds occur adjacent to site

Shrimp yes/no whether shrimp occur adjacent to site

Oyster yes/no whether oysters occur adjacent to site

Clam yes/no whether clams occur adjacent to site

Groundfish yes/no whether groundfish occur adjacent to site

Primary Data Source text source from which bulk of data for site was derived

Contact text contact person/agency for more information

Comments text extra or explanatory details of site characteristics

Photo text filename of on-the-ground site photo, if available
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Appendix C. Sources of funding for wetland restoration projects. Adapted from Restore
America's Estuaries, 1998.

Program Agency Eligibility Support Type

Conservation U.S. Commodity Credit Citizens and states owning Direct payments for
Reserve Program Corporation farm or ranch land conservation practices

Environmental U.S. Natural Resources Citizens engaged in Technical/financial
Quality Incentives Conservation Service livestock or agricultural assistance to meet
Program activity water quality goals

Riparian Tax Oregon Department of Individuals owning Property tax exemption
Incentive Program Fish and Wildlife streamside land zoned

range, forest, or agriculture
under the Riparian Tax
Incentive law

Rise to the Future:
Fish US

U.S. Forest Service Federal agencies, states,
tribes, public and private
organizations, citizens

Grants to assess and
implement national
forest fish habitat
restoration

Taking Wing U.S. Forest Service Nonfederal entities and
citizens

Grants to restore
habitat in national
forests and grasslands

Watershed and Air
Management Cost
Share

U.S. Forest Service States, local governments,
and citizens

Cost share grants to
restore water, soil, and
air resources

Watershed U.S. Natural Resources States, local governments, Technical and financial
Protection and Conservation Service tribes, private non-profit assistance for
Flood Prevention organizations, and citizens improving watershed

areas

Wetlands Reserve U.S. Natural Resources States, local governments, Direct payment to
Program Conservation Service and citizens owning crop

land
restore wetlands and
riparian or buffer areas

Wildlife Habitat U.S. Natural Resources Citizens Technical and financial
Incentives Program Conservation Service assistance to improve

wildlife habitat

Coastal Zone National Oceanic and Coastal states and territories Formula grants to
Management Atmospheric implement and manage
Administrative Administration approved programs
Awards
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Coastal Services NOAA / National States, local governments, Cooperative
Center Ocean Service public non-profit

organizations and other
public institutions

agreements to improve
environmental quality
and economic growth

Anadromous Fish NOAA / U.S. Fish and States Grants to conserve and
Conservation Act Wildlife Service enhance fish stocks

Coastal Zone NOAA States and territories with Grants for research in
Management designated estuaries estuarine reserves
Estuarine Reserves

Economic U.S. Economic States, local governments, Grants for public
Development Grants Development and non-profit works construction and
for Public Works
and Infrastructure

Administration organizations economic development

Habitat
Conservation

NOAA Federal agencies, states,
territories, public and
private institutions, tribes,
and citizens

Grants, contracts and
cooperative
agreements for
restoring wetlands and
coastal habitats

Interjurisdictional
Fisheries Act

NOAA States Grants to manage
fisheries resources

Saltonstall-Kennedy National Marine Federal agencies, states, Grants and cooperative
Program Fisheries Service territories, public

institutions, tribes, private
universities, and individuals

agreements to increase
sustainable fisheries

Aquatic Plant U.S. Army Corps of States and local Control of aquatic
Control Engineers communities plant infestations

Challenge Cost U.S. Army Corps of States and local Managing resources
Share Engineers governments and facilities at Corps

water projects

Planning Assistance U.S. Army Corps of States and territories Water and land
to States Engineers resource planning
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Section 204 U.S. Army Corps of States and local Habitat restoration near
(Beneficial Uses of Engineers communities dredging operations
Dredge Materials)

Section 206 U.S. Army Corps of States and local Implementing aquatic
(Aquatic Ecosystem Engineers communities ecosystem restoration
Restoration)

Section 1135 U.S. Army Corps of States and local Modifying existing
(Project
Modification for

Engineers governments facilities to achieve
ecosystem restoration

Improvement of the
Environment)
Study and Project U.S. Army Corps of States and local Restoration of
Specific Programs
of the Civil Works

Engineers governments environmental
resources through

Environmental
Program

Corps civil works
activities

Community/ U.S. EPA Office of Institutions of higher Outreach, education
University Grants Environmental Justice learning and training grants for

disadvantaged
communities

Drinking Water U.S EPA Office of States, tribes, U.S. Formula grants to
State Revolving Groundwater and territories and possessions protect water quality
Fund Drinking Water and build public water

systems

Indian U.S. EPA American Tribes and intertribal Grants to develop
Environmental Indian Environmental consortia tribal environmental
General Assistance Office capability

Nonpoint Source U.S. EPA Office of Nonpoint source agencies Formula grants to
Implementation Water in states, tribes and

territories
implement nonpoint
source pollution
control programs

Partnership for U.S. EPA Office of States, local governments, Grants for water
Environmental Research and non-profit organizations, resources quality
Research: Water and Development; National territories and for-profit research
Watersheds Science Foundation organizations
Competition
State Revolving U.S. EPA Municipal States, tribes and U.S. Grants to finance water
Fund Sewer Division territories and possessions quality activities
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Sustainable U.S. EPA Office of Air All organizations except Sustainable community
Development and Radiation "for-profit" development grants
Challenge Grants

Water Quality U.S EPA Office of State water quality Formula grants for
Management
Planning

Water management agencies water quality
management planning

Wetlands Protection U.S. EPA Office of Federal and state agencies Grants for developing
Development Grants Water and tribes or enhancing wetlands

programs

Administrative U.S. Fish and Wildlife Projects must benefit states Grants for state sport
Grant Program:
Sport Fish and

Service fish and wildlife
restoration

Wildlife Restoration

Challenge Grant U.S. Fish and Wildlife All nonfederal entities Grants to restore fish
Cost Share Service and wildlife resources

Endangered Species U.S. Fish and Wildlife States and territories Grants to develop
Conservation Fund Service endangered species

programs

Fish and Wildlife U.S. Fish and Wildlife Nonfederal partners with Partnerships grants to
Foundation
Challenge Grants

Service through the
Fish and Wildlife

matching funds conserve fish, plant,
and wildlife resources

Foundation

Fish and Wildlife U.S. Fish and Wildlife Federal and state agencies Technical assistance
Management
Assistance

Service and tribes for fish and wildlife
resource conservation

National Wetlands U.S. Fish and Wildlife Coastal states and territories Grants to restore
Conservation Grants Service coastal wetlands

North American U.S. Fish and Wildlife Federal, state and local Grants to restore
Waterfowl
Management Plan

Service governments, organizations,
and citizens

waterfowl habitat and
populations
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North American U.S. Fish and Wildlife Federal, state and local Grants for public-
Wetlands Service; N. American governments, organizations private partnerships to
Conservation Fund Wetlands Conservation

Council; Migratory
Bird Conservation

and citizens conserve wetlands for
migratory birds and
other wildlife

Council
Pittman-Robertson U.S. Fish and Wildlife Federal, state and local Formula grants to
Program (Wildlife Service governments, organizations restore and manage
Restoration) and citizens wildlife populations

Riparian Wetlands U.S. Bureau of Land BLM land and partnerships Technical assistance to
Initiative Management (BLM) restore streamside

wetlands

Sport Fish U.S. Fish and Wildlife State fish and wildlife Formula grants to
Restoration Service agencies manage sport fish

populations

Wildlife U.S. Fish and Wildlife State fish and wildlife Federal-state
Conservation and
Appreciation

Service agencies partnership grants for
wildlife resource
conservation
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Appendix D, Part 1. Example of a short-form metadata file for GIS data.

Metadata file
(Click Back on Browser to return to data list)

Data Set Identification: Basic identification of digital geographic
layer

Data File Name: nwipoly
Data Title: National Wetland Inventory polygon coverage
Description: National Wetland Inventory map including all of the
wetland units.
Provider: United States Fish and Wildlife Service
Date: March, 1997

Coverage Description: Basic descriptive information about digital
coverage

Feature Type: polygons
Resolution/Scae:1:24,000
Extent of Coverage: Coos watershed
Export File Name/Size:NA
Projection:Oregon Lambert Projection:

PROJECTION LAMBERT /* Lambert Conformal Conic
DATUM NAD83	 /* North American Datum 1983
SPHEROID GRS1980	 /* Required spheroid with NAD83
UNITS 3.28084	 /* International Feet, (.3048 meters)
PARAMETERS
43 00 00.000	 /* 1st standard parallel
45 30 00.000	 /* 2nd standard parallel
-120 30 0.000	 /* central meridian
41 45 0.000	 /* latitude of projection's origin
400000.00000	 /* false easting (meters),

(1,312,335.958 feet)
0.00000	 /* false northing (meters)

US Survey foot = 1200/3937 meters (0.3048006096 m)
International foot = 0.3048 m exactly, 1 meter = 3.28084 Intl.

feet

Attributes:
attribute wetland attribute- See FGDC for map codes.

Documentation:	 See More Info for FGDC metadata
Estimate of Positional Accuracy: See More Info for FGDC metadata
Quality/Limitations: See More Info for FGDC metadata
Accuracy Assessment: See More Info for FGDC metadata
Digital Processing: I have merged the available maps (some quad
sheets were unavailable in digital format) into a single map.
This map was then clipped by the Coos watershed boundary.
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Source Information: Basic information about the source data of the
geographic coverage
Name of Source Map: NWI 7 1/2 minute quadrangle maps
Form: DLG files
Scale: 1:24,000
Sampling Methods: See More Info
Update Frequency: See More Info
Organization: United States Fish and Wildlife
Contact:
Web Address: http://www.nwi.fws.gov/
Date: 1981 - present, quad dependent.
Comments: This maps were pulled off of the NWI web page.

Metadata Administration: Information about metadata entry
Entry Date: May 19, 1997
Data Entry by Whom: Chad Nelsen, Oregon Department of Land
Conservation and Development, 800 NE Oregon Street, #18,
Portland, OR 97232. (503) 731-4065x30.
Updates:

Data Entry by Whom:
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Appendix D, Part 2. Example of a Federal Geographic Data Committee (FGDC) standard
metadata file for GIS data.

Identification Information

Citation
Originator: U.S. Department of Agriculture, Natural Resources

Conservation Service
Publication Date: 1997
Title: Soil Survey Geographic (SSURGO) data base for Lincoln County

Area, Oregon
Publication Information

Publication Place: Fort Worth, Texas
Publisher: U.S. Department of Agriculture, Natural Resources

Conservation Service

Description
Abstract: This data set is a digital soil survey and is the most
detailed level of soil geographic data developed by the National
Cooperative Soil Survey. The information was collected by
digitizing maps, by compiling information onto a planimetric
correct base and digitizing, or by revising digitized maps using
remotely sensed and other information.

This data set consists of georeferenced digital map data and
computerized attribute data. The map data are in a 7.5 minute
quadrangle format and include a detailed, field verified inventory
of soils and nonsoil areas that normally occur in a repeatable
pattern on the landscape and that can be cartographically shown at
the scale mapped. Sometimes a special soil features layer (point
and line features) is included. This layer displays the location of
features too small to delineate at the mapping scale, but they are
large enough and contrasting enough to significantly influence use
and management. The soil map units are linked to attributes in the
Map Unit Interpretations Record relational data base, which gives
the proportionate extent of the component soils and their
properties.

Purpose: SSURGO depicts information about soil features on or near
the surface of the Earth. These data were collected as part of the
National Cooperative Soil Survey.

Supplemental Information: Digital versions of hydrography, cultural
features, and other associated layers that are not part of the

SSURGO
data set may be available from the primary organization listed in
the Point of Contact.

Time Period of Content
Single Date/Time

Calendar Date: 1997
Currentness Reference: publication date

Status
Progress: Complete
Maintenance and Update Frequency: As needed
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Spatial Domain
Bounding Coordinates

West Bounding Coordinate: -124.125
East Bounding Coordinate: -123.500
North Bounding Coordinate: 45.125
South Bounding Coordinate: 44.250

Keywords
Theme

Theme Keyword Thesaurus: None
Theme Keyword: soil survey
Theme Keyword: soils
Theme Keyword: Soil Survey Geographic
Theme Keyword: SSURGO

Place
Place Keyword Thesaurus: Counties and County Equivalents of the

States of the United States and the District of Columbia
(FIPS Pub 6-3)

Place Keyword: Oregon

Place Keyword Thesaurus: Counties and County Equivalents of the
States of the United States and the District of Columbia
(FIPS Pub 6-3)

Place Keyword: Lincoln County

Place Keyword Thesaurus: USGS Topographic Map Names Data Base
Place Keyword: Alsea Quadrangle 	 (s4412336)
Place Keyword: Cannibal Mountain Quadrangle (s4412341)
Place Keyword: Depoe Bay Quadrangle 	 (s4412416)
Place Keyword: Devils Lake Quadrangle (s4412301)
Place Keyword: Dolph Quadrangle 	 (s4512358)
Place Keyword: Eddyville Quadrangle 	 (s4412318)
Place Keyword: Elk City Quadrangle 	 (s4412326)
Place Keyword: Euchre Mountain Quadrangle	 (s4412310)
Place Keyword: Grass Mountain Quadrangle 	 (s4412335)
Place Keyword: Harlan Quadrangle 	 (s4412327)
Place Keyword: Hellion Rapids Quadrangle 	 (s4412334)
Place Keyword: Lincoln City Quadrangle 	 (s4412408)
Place Keyword: Marys Peak Quadrangle 	 (s4412328)
Place Keyword: Midway Quadrangle 	 (s4512359)
Place Keyword: Mowrey Landing Quadrangle	 (s4412309)
Place Keyword: Neskowin OE W Quadrangle	 (s4512357)
Place Keyword: Newport North Quadrangle	 (s4412424)
Place Keyword: Newport South Quadrangle	 (s4412432)
Place Keyword: Nortons Quadrangle 	 (s4412319)
Place Keyword: Stott Mountain Quadrangle	 (s4412302)
Place Keyword: Summit Quadrangle 	 (s4412320)
Place Keyword: Tidewater Quadrangle 	 (s4412333)
Place Keyword: Toledo North Quadrangle	 (s4412317)
Place Keyword: Toledo South Quadrangle	 (s4412325)
Place Keyword: Valsetz Quadrangle 	 (s4412311)
Place Keyword: Waldport Quadrangle 	 (s4412440)
Place Keyword: Warnicke Creek Quadrangle 	 (s4412303)
Place Keyword: Yachats Quadrangle 	 (s4412448)

Access Constraints: None
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Use Constraints: The U.S. Department of Agriculture, Natural Resources
Conservation Service, should be acknowledged as the data source in
products derived from these data.

This data set is not designed for use as a primary regulatory tool
in permitting or citing decisions, but may be used as a reference
source. This is public information and may be interpreted by
organizations, agencies, units of government, or others based on
needs; however, they are responsible for the appropriate
application. Federal, State, or local regulatory bodies are not to
reassign to the Natural Resources Conservation Service any
authority for the decisions that they make. The Natural Resources
Conservation Service will not perform any evaluations of these maps
for purposes related solely to State or local regulatory programs.

Photographic or digital enlargement of these maps to scales greater
than at which they were originally mapped can cause
misinterpretation of the data. If enlarged, maps do not show the
small areas of contrasting soils that could have been shown at a
larger scale. The depicted soil boundaries, interpretations, and
analysis derived from them do not eliminate the need for onsite
sampling, testing, and detailed study of specific sites for
intensive uses. Thus, these data and their interpretations are
intended for planning purposes only. Digital data files are
periodically updated. Files are dated, and users are responsible
for obtaining the latest version of the data.

Point of Contact
Contact Organization Primary

Contact Organization: U.S. Department of Agriculture, Natural
Resources Conservation Service

Contact Position: Leader, Inventory and Assessment
Contact Address

Address Type: mailing address
Address: 101 SW Main Street, Suite 1300
City: Portland
State or Province: Oregon
Postal Code: 97204-3221

Contact Voice Telephone: 503 414 3266
Contact Facsimile Telephone: 503 414 3277
Contact TDD/TTY Telephone: 202 720 7808

Cross Reference:
Citation

Originator: U.S. Department of Agriculture, Natural Resources
Conservation Service

Publication Date: unpublished material
Title: Soil Survey of Lincoln County Area, Oregon
Geospatial Data Presentation Form: text, table, map

Description
Abstract: This soil survey contains information that can be
applied in managing farms and wetlands; in selecting sites for
roads, ponds, buildings, and other structures; and in judging
the suitability of tracts of land for farming, industry, and
recreation.
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Purpose: This soil survey depicts information about soil
features on or near the surface of the Earth. These data were
collected as part of the National Cooperative Soil Survey.

Data Quality Information

Attribute Accuracy
Attribute Accuracy Report: Attribute accuracy is tested by manual
comparison of the source with hard copy plots and/or symbolized
display of the map data on an interactive computer graphic system.
Selected attributes that cannot be visually verified on plots or on
screen are interactively queried and verified on screen. In
addition, the attributes are tested against a master set of valid
attributes. All attribute data conform to the attribute codes in
the signed classification and correlation document and amendment(s)
and are current as of the date of digitizing.

Logical Consistency Report: Certain node/geometry and topology GT-
polygon/chain relationships are collected or generated to satisfy
topological requirements (the GT-polygon corresponds to the soil
delineation). Some of these requirements include: chains must
begin and end at nodes, chains must connect to each other at
nodes, chains do not extend through nodes, left and right
GT-polygons are defined for each chain element and are consistent
throughout, and the chains representing the limits of the file
(neatline) are free of gaps. The tests of logical consistency are
performed using vendor software. The neatline is generated by
connecting the explicitly entered four corners of the digital file.
All data outside the enclosed region are ignored and all data
crossing these geographically straight lines are clipped at the
neatline. Data within a specified tolerance of the neatline are
snapped to the neatline. Neatline straightening aligns the
digitized edges of the digital data with the generated neatline
(i.e., with the longitude/latitude lines in geographic
coordinates). All internal polygons are tested for closure with
vendor software and are checked on hard copy plots. All data are
checked for common soil lines (i.e., adjacent polygons with the
same label). Quadrangles are edge matched within the soil survey
area and edge locations generally do not deviate from centerline to
centerline by more than 0.01 inch.

Completeness Report: A map unit is a collection of areas defined and
named the same in terms of their soil and/or nonsoil areas. Each
map unit differs in some respect from all others in a survey area
and is uniquely identified. Each individual area is a delineation.
Each map unit consists of one or more components.

Soil scientists identify small areas of soils or nonsoil areas
(special soil features) that have properties and behavior
significantly different than the named soils in the surrounding map
unit. Other inclusions that have a minimal effect on use and
management, or those that could not be precisely located, were not
mapped.

Specific limits were established on the classification of soils,
design and name of map units, location of special soil features,
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and the percentages of allowable inclusions. These limits are
outlined in U.S. Department of Agriculture. 1975. Soil Taxonomy: A
basic system of soil classification for making and interpreting
soil surveys. Soil Conserv. Serv., U.S. Dep. Agric. Handb. 436.;
U.S. Department of Agriculture. 1992. Keys to Soil Taxonomy. SMSS
Technical Monograph No. 19. Soil Surv. Staff, Soil Conserv. Serv.;
U.S. Department of Agriculture. 1993. National Soil Survey
Handbook, title 430-VI. Soil Surv. Staff, Soil Conserv. Serv.; and
U.S. Department of Agriculture. 1993. Soil Survey Manual. Soil
Surv. Staff, U.S. Dep. Agric. Handb. 18.

The actual composition and interpretive purity of the map unit
delineations were based on statistical analysis of field
observations and transect data. Adherence to National Cooperative
Soil Survey standards and procedures is based on peer review,
quality control, and quality assurance. Quality control is outlined
in the memorandum of understanding for the soil survey area and in
documents that reside with the Natural Resources Conservation
Service state soil scientist. Four kinds of map units are used in
soil surveys: consociations, complexes, associations, and
undifferentiated groups.

Consociations - Consociations are named for the dominant soil. In
a consociation, delineated areas are dominated by a single soil
taxon and similar soils. At least one half of the pedons in each
delineation are of the same soil component so similar to the
named soil that major interpretations are not affected
significantly. The total amount of dissimilar inclusions of
other components in a map unit generally does not exceed about
15 percent if limiting and 25 percent if nonlimiting. A single
component of a dissimilar limiting inclusion generally does not
exceed 10 percent if very contrasting.

Complexes and associations - Complexes and associations are named
for two or more dissimilar components with the dominant
component listed first. They occur in a regularly repeating
pattern. The major components of a complex cannot be mapped
separately at a scale of about 1:24,000. The major components of
an association can be separated at a scale of about 1:24,000. In
each delineation of either a complex or an association, each
major component is normally present, though their proportions
may vary appreciably from one delineation to another. The total
amount of inclusions in a map unit that are dissimilar to any of
the major components does not exceed 15 percent if limiting and
25 percent if nonlimiting. A single kind of dissimilar limiting
inclusion usually does not exceed 10 percent.

Undifferentiated Groups - Undifferentiated groups consist of two
or more components that do not always occur together in the same
delineation, but are included in the same named map unit because
use and management are the same or similar for common uses.
Every delineation has at least one of the major components and
some may have all of them. The same principles regarding
proportion of inclusions apply to undifferentiated groups as to
consociations.

Minimum documentation consists of three complete soil profile
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descriptions that are collected for each soil added to the legend,
one additional per 3,000 acres mapped; three 10 observation
transects for each map unit, one additional 10 point transect per
3,000 acres.

A defined standard or level of confidence in the interpretive
purity of the map unit delineations is attained by adjusting the
kind and intensity of field investigations. Field investigations
and data collection are carried out in sufficient detail to name
map units and to identify accurately and consistently areas of
about 5 acres.

Positional Accuracy
Horizontal Positional Accuracy

Horizontal Positional Accuracy Report: The accuracy of these
digital data is based upon their compilation to base maps that
meet National Map Accuracy Standards. The difference in
positional accuracy between the soil boundaries and special soil
features locations in the field and their digitized map
locations is unknown. The locational accuracy of soil
delineations on the ground varies with the transition between
map units.

For example, on long gently sloping landscapes the transition
occurs gradually over many feet. Where landscapes change
abruptly from steep to level, the transition will be very
narrow. Soil delineation boundaries and special soil features
generally were digitized within 0.01 inch of their locations on
the digitizing source. The digital map elements are edge matched
between data sets. The data along each quadrangle edge are
matched against the data for the adjacent quadrangle. Edge
locations generally do not deviate from centerline to centerline
by more than 0.01 inch.

Lineage
Source Information

Source Citation
Originator: U.S. Geological Survey
Publication Date: 1975
Title: multiple photographs
Geospatial Data Presentation Form: remote sensing image
Publication Information

Publication Place: Reston, Virginia
Publisher: U.S. Geological Survey

Source Scale Denominator: 1:20,000
Type of Source Media: paper
Source Time Period of Content

Range of Dates/Times
Beginning Date: 1982
Ending Date: 1988

Source Currentness Reference: publication date
Source Citation Abbreviation: USGS1
Source Contribution: base material for field mapping

Source Citation
Originator: U.S. Geological Survey
Publication Date: 1975
Title: multiple orthophotographs
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Geospatial Data Presentation Form: remote sensing image
Publication Information

Publication Place: Reston, Virginia
Publisher: U.S. Geological Survey

Source Scale Denominator: 1:20,000
Type of Source Media: stable-base material
Source Time Period of Content

Single Date/Time
Calendar Date: 1989

Source Currentness Reference: publication date
Source Citation Abbreviation: USGS2
Source Contribution: base material for compilation and

publication of hardcopy maps and as a reference in
compilation of cultural features

Source Citation
Originator: U.S. Department of Agriculture, Natural Resources

Conservation Service
Publication Date: unpublished material
Title: film positives of publication annotation overlays
Geospatial Data Presentation Form: map
Source Scale Denominator: 1:20,000
Type of Source Media: stable-base material
Source Time Period of Content

Single Date/Time
Calendar Date: 1990

Source Currentness Reference: 1990
Source Citation Abbreviation: NRCS1
Source Contribution: scanning source

Source Citation
Originator: U.S. Department of Agriculture, Natural Resources

Conservation Service
Publication Date: unpublished material
Title: publication annotation overlay
Geospatial Data Presentation Form: map
Source Scale Denominator: 1:20,000
Type of Source Media: stable-base material
Source Time Period of Content

Single Date/Time
Calendar Date: 1990

Source Currentness Reference: 1990
Source Citation Abbreviation: NRCS2
Source Contribution: source for film positives

Process Step
Process Description: Field procedures for a second order soil survey
included plotting of soil boundaries determined by field observation

and
by interpretation of remotely sensed data. Boundaries were verified

at
closely spaced intervals, and the soils in each delineation were
identified by transversing and transecting the landscape. Soil

scientists
described and sampled the soils, analyzed samples in the laboratory,

and
statistically analyzed the data. The classification and map unit

names
were finalized at the final correlation in July, 1990.
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Process Date: 1990
Source Used Citation Abbreviation: USGS1

Process Step
Process Description: Field maps were manually compiled to 1:20,000

scale,
one-third quadrangle orthophotographs by soil scientists in Oregon.

Film
positives were made from the publication annotation overlays.

Lincoln
County Soil and Water Conservation District had contractors scan,

edit,
and attribute soils and special soil features data. The processing,
raster editing, map neatline development, labeling, edge-matching,

vector
conversion, and vector editing were done in LTPlus 2.0. The one-

third
quadrangles were merged into a full 7.5 minute quadrangle format and
exported as Digital Line Graph Optional format. NRCS soil

scientists,
in Oregon, provided quality control for the data capture. The NRCS

state
office in Bozeman, Montana imported the DLGs into GRASS 4.13, edited

the
data and exported to DLG Optional format using the v.export command.

The
digital maps of soils and special soil features were reviewed by NCG

for
adherence to SSURGO standards. The NRCS, National Cartography and
Geospatial Center, SSURGO Support Section imported the data for
verification in ARC/INFO 7.0.4. The data were edited. New DLGs

reflecting
these changes were written with ARC/INFO 7.0.4.
Process Date: 1992
Source Used Citation Abbreviation: USGS1, USGS2, NRCS1, NRCS2

Process Step
Process Description: The Map Unit Interpretations Record data base

was
developed by the Natural Resources Conservation Service soil

scientists
according to national standards.
Process Date: 1991
Source Used Citation Abbreviation: USGS1

Spatial Data Organization Information

Direct Spatial Reference Method: Vector

Spatial Reference Information

Horizontal Coordinate System Definition
Planar

Grid Coordinate System Name: Universal Transverse Mercator
Universal Transverse Mercator
UTM Zone Number: 10
Transverse Mercator
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Scale Factor at Central Meridian: 0.9996
Longitude of Central Meridian: -123.0
Latitude of Projection Origin: 0.0
False Easting: 500000
False Northing: 0.0

Planar Coordinate Information
Planar Coordinate Encoding Method: coordinate pair
Coordinate Representation

Abscissa Resolution: 0.51
Ordinate Resolution: 0.51

Planar Distance Units: meters
Geodetic Model

Horizontal Datum Name: North American Datum of 1927
Ellipsoid Name: Clarke 1866
Semi-major Axis: 6378206.4
Denominator of Flattening Ratio: 294.98

Entity and Attribute Information

Overview Description
Entity and Attribute Overview: Map Unit Delineations are closed
polygons that may be dominated by a single soil or nonsoil
component plus allowable similar or dissimilar soils, or they can
be geographic mixtures of groups of soils or soils and nonsoil
areas.

The map unit symbol uniquely identifies each closed delineation map
unit. Each symbol is linked to a map unit name. The map unit symbol
is also the key for linking information in the Map Unit
Interpretations Record tables. The map unit symbols are not carried
within the modified Digital Line Graph file; however, they are made
available in a companion attribute file. The attribute file links
the minor codes in the Digital Line Graph files to the map unit
symbols.

Map Unit Delineations are described by the Map Unit Interpretations
Record data base. This attribute data base gives the proportionate
extent of the component soils and the properties for each soil. The
data base contains both estimated and measured data on the physical
and chemical soil properties and soil interpretations for
engineering, water management, recreation, agronomic, woodland,
range, and wildlife uses of the soil. The soil Map Unit
Interpretations Record data base consists of the following
relational tables:

codes (data base codes) - stores information on all codes used
in the data base

comp (map unit component) - stores information for soil map unit
components

compyld (component crop yield) - stores crop yield information
for soil map unit components

forest (forest understory) - stores information for plant cover
as forest understory for soil map unit components. Table
not populated.

helclass (highly erodible lands class) - stores the highly
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erodible land classification for wind and water assigned to
the soil map units. Table not populated.

hydcomp (hydric component information) - stores data related to
the hydric classification, criteria, landform, etc.

inclusn (map unit inclusion) - stores the names of soils
included in the soil map units

interp (interpretation) - stores soil interpretation ratings
(both limitation ratings and suitability ratings) for soil
map unit components

layer (soil layer) - stores characteristics of soil layers for
soil map unit components

mapunit (map unit) - stores information that applies to all
components of a soil map unit

mucoacre (map unit county acres) - stores the number of acres
for the map unit within a county

muyld (map unit yield) - stores crop yield information for the
soil map unit

plantcom (plant composition) - stores plant symbols and percent
of plant composition associated with components of a soil
map unit. Table not populated.

plantnm (plant name) - stores the common and scientific names
for plants used in the data base

rangenm (range name) - stores the range site names. Table not
populated.

rsprod (range site production) - stores range site production
information for soil map unit components. Table not
populated.

ssacoac (soil survey area county acreage) - stores the acreage
for the county within the boundary of the soil survey area

ssarea (soil survey area) - stores information that will apply
to an entire soil survey area

taxclass (taxonomic classification) - stores the taxonomic
classification for soils in the data base

windbrk (windbreak) - stores information on recommended
windbreak plants for soil map unit components

wlhabit (wildlife habitat) - stores wildlife habitat information
for soil map unit components

woodland (woodland) - stores information on common indicator
trees for soil map unit components

woodmgt (woodland management) - stores woodland management
information for soil map unit components

yldunits (yield units) - stores crop names and the units used to
measure yield

Special features are described in the feature table. It includes a
feature label, feature name, and feature definition for each
special and ad hoc feature in the survey area.

Entity and Attribute Detail Citation
U.S. Department of Agriculture. 1975.

system
of soil classification for making and
Soil Conserv. Serv., U.S. Dep. Agric.

Soil Taxonomy: A basic

interpreting soil surveys.
Handb. 436.

U.S. Department of Agriculture. 1992. Keys to Soil Taxonomy. SMSS
Technical Monograph No. 19. Soil Surv. Staff, Soil Conserv. Serv.
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U.S. Department of Agriculture. 1993. National Soil Survey
Handbook, title 430-VI. Soil Surv. Staff, Soil Conserv. Serv.

U.S. Department of Agriculture. 1993. Soil Survey Manual. Soil
Surv. Staff, U.S. Dep. Agric. Handb. 18.

U.S. Department of Agriculture. 1994. Soil Survey Geographic
(SSURGO) Data Base: Data use information. Soil Conserv. Serv.

U.S. Department of Agriculture. State Soil Survey Database Data
Dictionary. Soil Conserv. Serv.

Detail Description
Entity Type

Entity Type Label: Special Soil Features

Entity Type Definition: Special Soil Features represent soil,
nonsoil, or landform features that are too small to be digitized
as soil delineations (area features).

Entity Type Definition Source: U.S. Department of Agriculture.
1993. Soil Survey Manual. Soil Surv. Staff, U.S. Dep. Agric.
Handb. 18.

Attribute
Attribute Label: Special Soil Features Codes

Attribute Definition: Special Soil Features Codes represent
specific Special Soil Features. These features are identified
with a major code, a minor code, and a descriptive label. The
codes and label are assigned to the point or line assigned to
represent the feature on published maps.

Attribute Definition Source: U.S. Department of Agriculture.
1993. Soil Survey Manual. Soil Surv. Staff, U.S. Dep. Agric.
Handb. 18; U.S. Department of Agriculture. 1993. National Soil
Survey Handbook, title 430-VI, part 647. Soil Conserv. Serv.

Attribute Domain Values
Codeset Name: Classification and Correlation of the Soils of
Lincoln County Area, Oregon

Codeset Source: U.S. Department of Agriculture, Natural
Resources Conservation Service

Distribution Information

Distributor
Contact Organization Primary

Contact Organization: U.S. Department of Agriculture, Natural
Resources Conservation Service, National Cartography and
Geospatial Center

Contact Address
Address Type: mailing address
Address: P.O. Box 6567
City: Fort Worth
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State or Province: Texas
Postal Zone: 76115

Contact Voice Telephone: 800 672 5559
Contact Facsimile Telephone: 817 334 5469

Resource Description: Lincoln County Area, Oregon SSURGO

Distribution Liability: Although these data have been processed
successfully on a computer system at the U.S. Department of
Agriculture, no warranty expressed or implied is made by the Agency
regarding the utility of the data on any other system, nor shall
the act of distribution constitute any such warranty. The U.S.
Department of Agriculture will warrant the delivery of this product
in computer readable format, and will offer appropriate adjustment
of credit when the product is determined unreadable by correctly
adjusted computer input peripherals, or when the physical medium is
delivered in damaged condition. Request for adjustment of credit
must be made within 90 days from the date of this shipment from the
ordering site.

The U.S. Department of Agriculture, nor any of its agencies are
liable for misuse of the data, for damage, for transmission of
viruses, or for computer contamination through the distribution of
these data sets. The U.S. Department of Agriculture prohibits
discrimination in its programs on the basis of race, color,
national origin, sex, religion, age, disability, political beliefs,
and marital or familial status. (Not all prohibited bases apply to
all programs.)

Standard Order Process
Digital Form

Digital Transfer Information
Format Name: DLG
Format Version Date: 19920508
Format Specification: Optional
Format Content Information: spatial and keys
Transfer Size: 13.2

Digital Transfer Option
Offline Option

Offline Media: CD-ROM
Recording Format: ISO 9660 Level 1

Digital Form
Digital Transfer Information

Format Name: ASCII
Format Content Information: keys and attributes
Transfer Size: 0.5

Digital Transfer Option
Offline Option

Offline Media: CD-ROM
Recording Format: ISO 9660 Level 1

Fees: The charge is $50 for a CD-ROM that contains one or more data
sets. A data set is one soil survey area in full quadrangle format
and includes both spatial and attribute data.

Ordering Instructions: Call or write to organizations listed under
Distributor. Spatial line data and locations of special feature
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symbols are in DLG-3 optional format. Digital line graph files contain
major and minor code pairs in area and line records. A conversion
legend is provided for each digital line graph file. Soil map symbols
and special feature labels are available in a companion ASCII
attribute file. The Map Unit Interpretations Record attribute soil
data are available in variable length, tab delimited, ASCII file
format.

Turnaround: 10 working days

Metadata Reference Information

Metadata Date: 19960325
Metadata Review Date: 19970401
Metadata Contact

Contact Organization Primary
Contact Organization: U.S. Department of Agriculture, Natural

Resources Conservation Service
Contact Position: Leader, Inventory and Assessment
Contract Address

Address Type: mailing address
Address: 101 SW Main Street, Suite 1300
City: Portland
State or Province: Oregon
Postal Code: 97204-3221

Contact Voice Telephone: 503 414 3266
Contact Facsimile Telephone: 503 414 3277

Metadata Standard Name: Content Standards for Digital Geospatial
Metadata

Metadata Standard Version: 19940608
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